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Abstract. We undertake a systematic study of the infinitesimal geom-
etry of the Thurston metric, showing that the topology, convex geome-
try and metric geometry of the tangent and cotangent spheres based at
any marked hyperbolic surface representing a point in Teichmüller space
can recover the marking and geometry of this marked surface. We then
translate the results concerning the infinitesimal structures to global
geometric statements for the Thurston metric, most notably deriving
rigidity statements for the Thurston metric analogous to the celebrated
Royden theorem.
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1. Introduction

An important and beautiful legacy of S. S. Chern’s œuvre in differential
geometry is the idea that many global geometric and topological properties
of a manifold may be inferred from its infinitesimal structure. Our goal is to
investigate Thurston’s Finsler metric geometry on Teichmüller space along
this theme. Throughout this paper,

• S = Sg,n denotes an orientable hyperbolic surface of genus g ≥ 0,
and with n ≥ 0 cusps (but no other boundaries),
• and T(S) denotes the Teichmüller space of S, i.e., the space of isotopy

classes of complete finite-area hyperbolic metrics on S.

Here are some highlights of our work.

Structured stratification: for any x in T(S), we establish and study
stratifications on the Thurston Finsler unit norm ball in TxT(S) and on the
unit co-norm ball in T ∗xT(S) induced by their convex geometres. These strat-
ifications are highly heterogeneous, with polytope-like strata, many of which
are naturally labelled by geodesic laminations in a functorially structured
manner.

Length extraction: we obtain a limiting procedure for recovering any
hyperbolic metric x ∈ T(S) from the Thurston Finsler norm on the tangent
space TxT(S) at x.
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Infinitesimal rigidity: we prove the Thurston metric analogue of the
(stronger and) infinitesimal form of the celebrated Royden theorem. We
show that isometries of the Thurston Finsler norm ‖ · ‖Th on TxT(S) are
precisely given by extended mapping classes on S. Stated precisely,

Theorem 1.1 (Infinitesimal rigidity). Consider two arbitrary points x, y ∈
T(S). The normed vector spaces

(TxT(S), ‖ · ‖Th) and (TyT(S), ‖ · ‖Th) are isometric

if and only if the hyperbolic surfaces (S, x) and (S, y) are isometric.

This project grew out of our attempt to prove Theorem 1.1, and the
second author presented this earlier work in a series of lectures given at a
CIMPA school in Varanasi in December 2019 [21]. In the course of preparing
the present paper, we learned of Pan’s independent work [22] establishing
Theorem 1.1. Our respective proof strategies and the flavour of our work
differ substantially: Pan’s approach makes beautiful use of [30, Theorem 3.1
and Theorem 10.1] to efficiently establish infinitesimal rigidity. In contrast,
in part informed by conversations with David Dumas and Kasra Rafi, we
opt to follow Thurston’s philosophy [30]:

In the course of this paper, we will develop some other ideas
which are of interest in their own right. The intent is not to
give the slickest proof of the main theorem, but to develop a
good picture.

We now present an overview of the picture we have learned.

1.1. The Thurston metric. Let S = S(S) denote the set of free homotopy
classes of essential simple closed curves on S, that is, simple closed curves
which are neither homotopic to a point nor to a cusp. In [30], Thurston
introduces the following quantity, defined for any ordered pair x, y ∈ T(S)

dTh(x, y) := sup
γ∈S

log
`y(γ)

`x(γ)
,(1)

where `z(γ) denotes the hyperbolic length of the unique geodesic on (S, z)

freely homotopic to γ. He shows that edTh(x,y) is the optimal Lipschitz
constant for self-homeomorphisms of S homotopic to idS : (S, x) → (S, y)
(see Eq. (7) in §2.1), and that dTh defines an asymmetric Finsler metric on
T(S). In particular, Thurston’s theory furnishes the following description of
the asymmetric Finsler norm of an arbitrary tangent vector v ∈ TxT(S):

‖v‖Th = sup
γ∈S

(
d log `(·)(γ)

)
x

(v) = sup
γ∈S

(
v(`(·)(γ))

`x(γ)

)
,(2)

where `(·)(γ) : T(S)→ R measures the length of the geodesic representative
of γ on x for each γ ∈ S.
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1.2. Infinitesimal structures on tangent and cotangent space. The
derivative d log `(λ) of log `(·)(λ) : T(S) → R at x ∈ T(S) defines a linear
function from the tangent space TxT(S) to R, and hence defines an element
of the cotangent space T ∗xT(S). Moreover, d log `(λ) depends only on the
projective class of λ and defines a map

ιx : PML(S)→ T ∗xT(S), [λ] 7→ d log `(·)(λ)x

Theorem 1.2 (Thurston, [30]). The map ιx is an embedding of PML(S)
into T ∗xT(S). The image set

S∗x := ιx(PML(S)) ( T ∗xT(S)

bounds a convex ball of full dimension in T ∗xT(S) containing the origin.

Setting S∗x ( T ∗xT(S) to be a unit co-norm sphere and extending by
positive homothety defines an asymmetric norm ‖ · ‖∗Th on each T ∗xT(S). Its
dual norm ‖v‖∗∗Th on the tangent space TxT(S) coincides with the original
norm ‖ · ‖Th. To see this, observe that

‖v‖∗∗Th(v) := sup {w∗(v) | w∗ ∈ S∗x}
= sup {ιx([λ])(v) ∈ R | [λ] ∈ PML(S)} = ‖v‖Th(v).(3)

The right-most equality in Eq. (3) follows from the denseness of the set of
projectivised simple closed closed geodesics in PML(S). We denote the unit
sphere for the norm ‖v‖Th by Sx ( TxT(S).

1.3. The unit norm sphere Sx. In Section 5, we develop the general the-
ory of convex bodies, show that any convex body has a convex stratification
Definition 5.11 which decomposes it into (generically uncountably many)
convex strata given by the interior of its faces (Definition 5.6). Thurston
shows, in a deep result [30, Theorem 10.1], that the top-dimensional faces
of are naturally indexed by simple closed curves and cover almost almost all
of the unit Thurston norm sphere Sx ( TxT(S).

The aforementioned correspondence between the top-dimensional faces
and simple closed curves is explicit: for any γ ∈ S, its associated top-
dimensional face is given by{

v ∈ Sx | ιx([γ])(v) := (d log `(·)(γ))x(v) = ‖v‖Th

}
.

The above expression depends only on the projective measure class of γ, and
we generalise it to general projective measured laminations [λ] ∈ PML(S)
via

Nx([λ]) := {v ∈ Sx | ιx([λ])(v) = ‖v‖Th} .(4)

The set Nx([λ]) is necessarily an exposed face of Sx.

Corollary 1.3 (contravariant labelling, Corollary 6.15). For two arbitrary
projective multicurves [Γ1], [Γ2] ∈ PML(S), denote their respective supports
by |Γ1| and |Γ2|. Then,

|Γ1| ⊆ |Γ2| if and only if Nx([Γ2]) ⊆ Nx([Γ1]),(5)
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with equality on the left if and only if we have equality on the right.

The above proposition induces the embedding of a näıve “dual” to the
curve complex as a subcomplex of Sx.

Corollary 1.4 (embedded dual curve complex, Corollary 6.32). For every
x ∈ T(S), the convex stratification on Sx contains an ideal cell-complex Cx

which is dual to the curve complex in the sense that

• the support |Γ| for any projective multicurve [Γ] ∈ PML is assigned
to the face Nx([Γ]) ( Sx;
• the subset-relation for cells in the curve complex inverts to the

superset-relation for faces in Cx;
• the dimension of each cell in the curve complex is equal to the codi-

mension of its corresponding face in Cx as a subset of Sx.

This polytope-like convex geometry of S∗x tells us that the Finsler struc-
ture of Thurston’s metric is highly heterogeneous, lending further support
for the infinitesimal rigidity of the Thurston metric.

1.4. The unit co-norm sphere S∗x. The convex stratification of the dual
unit co-norm sphere S∗x enjoys a cleaner and more natural “dual” statement:

Corollary 1.5 (embedded curve complex, Corollary 6.13). The convex
stratification of S∗x contains the curve complex for S as a subcomplex C∗x.

The convex stratification of S∗x is comprised of uncountable many convex
faces of dimensions varying from 0 to 3g−4+n (Corollary 6.11), with many
of the faces “covariantly” labelled by geodesic laminations which support
measured laminations. Let |ML| denote the set of supporting laminations
for (projective) measured laminations on S, and let F denote the set of faces
of S∗x. We define an injective map (see Lemma 6.4)

F(·) : |ML| → F, |λ| 7→ F|λ|

which assigns to the support |λ| ∈ |ML| of an arbitrary measured lamination
λ ∈ML the minimal face F|λ| containing the ιx-image of the set of (projec-
tive) measured laminations supported on |λ|. We show in Theorem 6.7 that
F|λ| consists precisely of the ιx-image of projective measured laminations
supported on |λ|, thereby deriving the following

Corollary 1.6 (covariant labelling, Corollary 6.9). For two arbitrary pro-
jective laminations [λ], [µ] ∈ PML(S),

|µ| ( |λ| if and only if F|µ| ( F|λ|.

1.5. Closure correspondence. There is deeper structure attached to the
face-assigning map F(·). We introduce two notions of closure,

• support closure (Definition 6.3) for laminations: given an arbitrary
measured lamination λ, we add to its support lamination |λ| the
boundary of the smallest (up to isotopy) incompressible subsurface

of S containing λ and denote the new geodesic lamination by |̂λ|;
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• adherence closure (Definition 5.15) for faces of convex bodies: this

assigns to each face F a specific superface F̂ in a manner purely
determined by the convex geometry of S∗x.

We show, as a corollary to Theorem 6.16 and Proposition 6.25, that

Corollary 1.7 (Corollary 6.26). For any projective measured lamination
[λ],

F̂|λ| = F|̂λ|.

The above result asserts that the closure operation ·̂ defines a natural
transformation on F(·) — regarded as a functor between two subcategories
of the category of sets (see Question 7.13).

1.6. Topological rigidity. Any homeomorphism f∗ : S∗y → S∗x between
two unit co-norm spheres induces a homeomorphism

fy,x := ι−1
x ◦ f∗ ◦ ιy : PML(S)→ PML(S).

Corollary 6.32, combined with the rigidity of the curve complex [12, 15, 18]
and the denseness of projectivised multicurves in PML, tells us that if f∗

• preserves the convex stratification, and
• takes the embedded curve complex C∗y ( S∗y to the curve complex

in C∗x ( S∗x,

then ιx ◦ f∗ ◦ ι−1
y is induced by an extended mapping class.

In particular, linear isometries from (T ∗y T(S), ‖ · ‖Th) to (T ∗y T(S), ‖ · ‖Th)
restrict to homeomorphisms from S∗y to S∗x which preserve the convex strat-
ification (Theorem 5.34) and take C∗y to C∗x — we prove the latter claim
using various adherence-related properties to distinguish the faces in C∗x
from the other faces in S∗x. This yields:

Theorem 1.8 (Topological rigidity). Let f∗ : T ∗y T(S) → T ∗xT(S) denote
the linear isometry dual to a linear Thurston-norm isometry f : TxT(S) →
TyT(S). Then the map fy,x = ι−1

x ◦ f∗ ◦ ιy : PML(S) → PML(S) is neces-
sarily induced by some diffeomorphism h : (S, x)→ (S, y).

Remark 1.9. Theorem 1.8 is key to our strategy for proving infinitesimal
rigidity of the Thurston metric, and relies upon Ivanov’s theorem [12, 15, 18].
This argument fails when (g, n) = (1, 1) or (0, 4), which are precisely the two
cases are (effectively) covered by [6].

1.7. Thurston’s stretch maps. We have hitherto mainly considered the
infinitesimal theory of the Thurston metric, and Thurston bridges this to
the global perspective via objects called stretch paths (Section 2.3). He (im-
plicitly) proves that the Finsler metric defined by Eq. (2) is equal to the
asymmetric metric defined by Eq. (1) by showing that they are both geo-
desic metrics with common geodesics obtained from concatenating specific
sequences of stretch paths.
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Stretch paths are parametrised by three inputs: an initial point x ∈ T(S),
a complete geodesic lamination Λ on (S, x), and a time period over which
to stretch. A time-t stretch uniformly increases the length of every geodesic
segment in Λ by a factor of et whilst non-uniformly shrinking the “dual”
perpendicular measured foliation µ, which is determined by the initial point
x ∈ T(S). The third author shows in [24] that stretch paths always converge
in forward time to the projective measured lamination representing µ in the
Thurston compactification. The forward-time flow induced by stretch paths
is highly dependent on the starting point and provides a codimension-1
projection map from T(S) to PML(S) when S has no cusps [25].

In Section 3, we explicitly express stretch paths for all complete finite-leaf
laminations as real analytic functions of certain Fenchel-Nielsen length and
twist parameters, and Thurston’s shearing parameters on Teichmüller space
(see [9] and [5]), and give a new proof to a result due to Guillaume Théret
[29, Theorem 4.1]:

Theorem 1.10 (back-time convergence Theorem 3.8). Consider a finite-
leaf lamination Λ, and denote its closed leaves by γ1, . . . , γk. As t→∞, for
any x ∈ T(S), the e−t-stretch path with respect to Λ x−t := stretch(x,Λ,−t)
converges to the uniform weighted projectivised multicurve

[γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γk] ∈ PML(S) = ∂∞T(S),

where PML(S) = ∂∞T(S) denotes the boundary of the Thurston compacti-
fication of T(S). Note that this is independent of the starting point x.

Remark 1.11. There is a proto-dictionary between the structure of various
PML-related flows on T(S) and the Anosov nature of geodesic flow on the
unit tangent bundle T 1H of hyperbolic space H:

• the unit tangent bundle of T(S), regarded as the unit-length mea-
sured geodesic lamination bundle over T(S) [30, Theorem 5.2], is
analogous in this correspondence to T 1H;
• the flow induced by Thurston stretch maps is akin to the geodesic

flow — it is expanding in positive time and contracting in negative
time;
• the earthquake flow with respect uniformly weighted projectivised

multicurves (which constitute the closed leaves of a finite-leaf lami-
nation) is akin to the unstable horocyclic flow;
• the earthquake flow with respect to the dual perpendicular measured

foliation is analogous to the stable horocyclic flow.

1.8. Stretch vectors. Thurston shows that his stretch path are analytic
with respect to its time parameter [30, Corollary 4.2], and we refer to their
tangent vectors as stretch vectors Definition 4.1. Thurston’s concatenated
stretch path construction for Thurston metric geodesics [30, Theorem 8.5]
between arbitrary points x ∈ T(S) and y ∈ T(S) is analogous Dantzig’s
simplex method in linear programming:
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• the role of the finitely-constrained feasible region is served by the
infinitely-constrained envelope Env(x, y) ( T(S) (see [6]) comprised
of points on Thurston geodesics from x to y;
• just as the feasible region is convex, one naturally expects Env(x, y)

to be geodesically convex with respect to the Thurston metric;
• the point x is the chosen initial basic feasible solution (i.e., extreme

point), and the goal is to maximise the Thurston metric distance
from x — the maximum distance is uniquely attained by y;
• one expects the edges of Env(x, y) to be given by stretch paths with

respect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations, and so we start at
x and traverse along arbitrary stretch paths whilst increasing the
distaince from x, and occasionally pivoting to new basic feasible
solutions until we reach y.

Consider the cross-sections of Env(x, y) given distance from x. As the
distance tends to 0, we expect to get the Thurston-norm unit sphere Sx,
and so the above conjectural description suggests the following conjecture

Conjecture 1.12. The set of stretch vectors in Sx of stretch paths with re-
spect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations characterise the set of extreme
points of Sx.

Conjecture 1.12 is true when S is either the once-punctured torus or
the 4-punctured sphere [6], but is unknown for surfaces of general type.
In fact, neither direction of the characterisation is known. Nevertheless,
the conjecture being true would imply the set of stretch vectors (with re-
spect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations) would be preserved under
linear Thurston-norm isometries. We provide support for Conjecture 1.12
by showing something stronger:

Corollary 1.13 (equivariant stretch vectors, Corollary 7.7). Given an arbi-
trary Thurston-norm isometry f : TxT(S)→ TyT(S), let [h] ∈ Mod∗(S) de-
note its inducing extended mapping class (topological rigidity, Theorem 1.8).
For an arbitrary maximal chain-recurrent lamination Λ of S, the stretch vec-
tor vΛ ∈ TxT(S) satisfies the following equivariance property:

f(vΛ) = vh(Λ) ∈ TyT(S).

Remark 1.14. It is tempting to wonder if Corollary 7.7 (and even Con-
jecture 1.12) might be derived from Thurston’s [30, Theorem 8.4]. The dif-
ficulty lies in showing that faces Nx([λ]) vary Hausdorff continuously with
respect to varying x ∈ T(S). We prove Corollary 7.7 by showing that stretch
vectors with respect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations necessarily arise
as the Hausdorff limit of a sequence of shrinking faces of Sx (Theorem 7.6)
and then invoking topological rigidity.

1.9. Geometric rigidity. We show in Proposition 7.8 that the simple
length spectrum for any hyperbolic metric x ∈ T(S) may be extracted from
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the asymptotic behaviour of Thurston norms of differences between certain
stretch vector pairs.

For any simple closed geodesic γ ∈ S, there are sequences {v+,m, v−,m} of
stretch vector pairs such that

`x(γ) = lim
m→±∞

− log ‖v+,m − v−,m‖Th

i(γ, α0) · |m|
,

where α0 is a transverse simple closed geodesic, whose Dehn twists are used
to generate {v+,i} and {v−,i}. This observation, coupled with the equiv-
ariance of stretch vectors under Thurston-norm isometries (Corollary 7.7)
promotes topological rigidity to geometric rigidity :

Theorem 1.15 (Geometric rigidity). Let f : TxT(S) → TyT(S) be a linear
Thurston-norm isometry, and let h be a diffeomorphism representing the
mapping class inducing f as given by topological rigidity (Theorem 1.8).
Then, for every simple closed curve γ ∈ S on S, we have

`x(γ) = `y(h(γ)),

and hence (S, y) = (S, h(x)).

1.10. Infinitesimal rigidity. We begin with a remark:

Remark 1.16. The statement of Theorem 1.1 appears to be slightly stronger
than the main result in Pan’s paper [22], as the latter assumes linearity of the
isometry. However, this linearity condition is unnecessary, as isometries of
the Thurston norm are also isometries of its (additive) symmetrisation, and
the Mazur–Ulam theorem [20] ensures that any isometry of the Thurston-
norm must be affine, and hence there exists an isometric translate of the
affine isometry which is a linear map.

When combined, geometric rigidity (Theorem 1.15) and the Mazur–Ulam
theorem (Remark 1.16) suffice to prove infinitesimal rigidity (Theorem 1.1).
Further combining the infinitesimal rigidity with [6, Theorem 6.1] then
yields:

Corollary 1.17 (Local rigidity). Consider a connected open set U ⊂ T(S).
Then any isometric embedding (U, dTh) → (T(S), dTh) is the restriction to
U of an element of the extended mapping class group of S.

And this in turn implies the following result:

Corollary 1.18 (Global rigidity). Isometries of (T(S), dTh) are precisely
those induced by extended mapping classes of S.

As previously noted, Corollary 1.18, which was first proven by Walsh [34],
is an analogue of the celebrated (global form of the) Royden Theorem [28],
with the role of the Teichmüller metric supplanted by the Thurston metric.
Walsh’s proof is based on the action of the mapping class group on the
horocyclic boundary of the Teichmüller space of the surface equipped with
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the Thurston metric. Dumas, Lenzhen, Rafi and Tao [6] utilise a different
strategy to derive infinitesimal rigidity in the two remaining cases, thereby
completing the Thurston metric analogue of Royden’s theorem. Our method
of proof shares many similar ingredients to theirs. In particular, the 1-cusped
tori and 4-cusped sphere cases of our main results are due to [6].

1.11. Paper outline. This paper is structured as follows:

• In Section 2 we provide a sketch of the preliminaries underpinning
the theory of the Thurston metric on hyperbolic surfaces. The basic
construction is that of a K-Lipschitz homeomorphism of an ideal
triangle. Such maps glue to constitute stretch maps between hyper-
bolic surfaces, which define stretch lines in Teichmüller space. We
highlight the main results from Thurston’s paper [30] needed in the
constructions for this paper.
• In Section 3 we describe all K-stretch maps on crowned annuli, i.e.,

annuli with punctures on their boundaries, in terms of Fenchel–
Nielsen coordinates and shearing parameters. This also paves the
way for describing stretch maps with respect to finite-leaf lamina-
tions on (finite type) hyperbolic surfaces.
• In Section 4 we take the stretch maps described in Section 3 and

we determine the behaviour of stretch vectors, i.e., tangent vectors
to stretch maps. These estimates are used to isolate the lengths of
simple closed geodesics in the limiting behaviour of the difference
between certain sequences of pairs of stretch vectors, and hence play
a major role in establishing geodesic rigidity. Moreover, they help
us to determine the codimension of ιx-images of multicurves in S∗x
• In Section 5 we develop the general theory of convex bodies D in

finite-dimensional vector spaces V, using faces on the boundary ∂D
to stratify ∂D. In this section we introduce various linear invariants
associated with points and faces on D, including dimension, face-
dimension, adherence-dimension and codimension.
• In Section 6 we explore the convex geometry of the unit tangent and

contangent spheres in TxT(S) and T ∗xT(S), showing that much of
the inclusion structure for many faces of S∗x is encoded in terms of
geodesic laminations associated with faces. In this section we also
produce bounds and derivations for various notions of dimension
associated with points in S∗x.
• In Section 7 we give two distinct proofs of topological rigidity before

promoting topological to geometric rigidity, thereby establishing the
infinitesimal rigidity of the Thurston metric. We also put forward
consequences of infinitesimal rigidity result and raise further ques-
tions and lines of investigation.
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We end this introduction with a word on references. The bases of
Thurston’s theory of surfaces including hyperbolic structures, geodesic lami-
nation, Teichmüller spaces and mapping class groups are contained in Chap-
ter 8 of his lecture notes [33] and in his article [31], with more details and
developments in [7], [8] and CB. In the next section, we shall give refer-
ences for Thurston’s theory of best Lipschitz maps and Thurston’s metric
on Teichmüller space.

2. Preliminaries on Thurston’s metric

We shall use the fact that the length function defined on the set S of ho-
motopy classes of simple closed curves has a continuous and positively homo-
geneous extension to the space ML = ML(S) of compactly supported mea-
sured laminations on S (see Thurston [32] and Kerckhoff [14]) and that the
supremum in Eq. (1) is realised over the projective space PML = PML(S),
as it is compact. Thus, the distance function dTh defined by Eq. (1) is also
equal to the function

(6) R(x, y) := max
[λ]∈PML

log
`y(λ)

`x(λ)

(the letter R here stands for “Ratio”), where λ ∈ ML(S) is an arbitrary
measured lamination representative of [λ] ∈ PML(S).

2.1. Lipschitz constants formulation of the Thurston metric. In [30],
Thurston gives another formula for the metric defined in Eq. (1). This
alternative formulation is based on the comparison of the shapesfenotes of
two marked hyperbolic surfaces by examining the smallest Lipschitz constant
of a homeomorphism between them in the right homotopy class.

Given any two hyperbolic structures x, y ∈ T(S) on S and any homeo-
morphism ϕ : (S, x) → (S, y), the Lipschitz constant Lip(ϕ) of ϕ is defined
as the quantity

Lip(ϕ) := sup
p6=q∈S

dx(ϕ(p), ϕ(q))

dy(p, q)
∈ R ∪ {∞},

where dx denotes the distance function on the hyperbolic surface (S, x).
Consider the expression

L(x, y) := inf
ϕ∼IdS

log Lip(ϕ) ∈ R.(7)

The quantity L(x, y) is invariant under isotopic deformations of the hy-
perblic metrics x and y on S, and hence yields a well-defined function
L : T(S) × T(S) → R. Thurston shows that this function satisfies all the
properties of an asymmetric metric [30, §2] and he proves the following:

Theorem 2.1 (Thurston [30, Theorem 8.5]). The asymmetric metric de-
fined in Eq. (7) coincides with the asymmetric metric dTh defined in Eq. (1),
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i.e.,

L ≡ R(8)

2.2. Stretch maps on ideal triangles. The key advantage of Eq. (6)
over Eq. (1) is that, unlike taking the supremum over S(S) for L, the
[λ] ∈ PML(S) maximising R is realised. The proof that Thurston gives
of Theorem 2.1 encodes the fact the best Lipschitz constant of a homeo-
morphism between the two hyperbolic surfaces (S, x) and (S, y) is attained
on some compactly supported measured lamination λ, and hence any opti-
mal Lipschitz constant-realising homeomorphism must be stretching “max-
imally” at a constant rate on (the unit tangent bundle of) the support of λ.
In particular, when some projective measured lamination [λ] that realises
the maximum of R between (S, x) and (S, y) is supported on a complete
geodesic lamination |λ|, the complementary regions on S \ |λ| are composed
of ideal triangles. In this case, the fact that a uniquely determined Lips-
chitz map on |λ| homeomorphically extends to all of S, which means that
the theory of Lipschitz maps on ideal triangles is both natural and unavoid-
able in Thurston’s theory of Lipschitz homeomorphisms between hyperbolic
surfaces.

In [30, §4], Thurston concretely describes the construction of a canonical
K-Lipschitz self-map of an ideal triangle, for every K ≥ 1. We recall now
this construction. It is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A stretch map between two ideal triangles.

The ideal triangle is foliated by pieces of horocycles that are perpendicular
to the boundary except for a central non-foliated region bordered by 3 pieces
of such horocycles.

Definition 2.2 (central stable triangle and anchors). We refer to the central
nonfoliated region of an ideal triangle as the central stable triangle, and refer
to the three vertices of the stable triangle, i.e. the three points where two
distinct horocycle leaves meet, as the anchors.
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The ideal triangle equipped with its horocyclic foliation is unique up to
isometry. The K-Lipschitz self-map of the triangle is taken to be the iden-
tity on the central stable triangle and to send every piece of horocycle at
distance d from this region to a piece of horocycle at distance Kd. Fur-
thermore, on each piece of horocycle at distance d from the central stable
triangle, the map uniformly contracts horocylic arc-length by a factor of
e−dK . These properties uniquely determine the map. Restricted to the
boundary geodesics, this map expands distance by the factor K. One can
show that this map is K-Lipschitz. It is called the K-stretch map of the
ideal triangle.

Definition 2.3 (stretch-invariant foliations). There are two foliations that
are invariant under stretching and supported on the complement of the
central stable triangle: the horocyclic foliation illustrated in Fig. 1 and
the geodesic foliation orthogonal to it. We refer to these respectively as
the stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation and the stretch-invariant geodesic
foliation.

2.3. Stretch maps on surfaces. Thurston uses K-stretch maps on ideal
triangles to generate K-stretch maps between hyperbolic surfaces [30].
Given a complete geodesic lamination ν on the surface S equipped with
a hyperbolic structure x ∈ T(S). We assume that not all leaves of ν con-
verge to cusps at both ends, i.e. ν is not an ideal geodesic triangulation,
but impose no other condition; ν need not carry a transverse measure of full
support. Thurston constructs a family {xt}t∈[0,∞) of hyperbolic structures
on S such that for every t ≥ 0,

• L(x, xt) = R(x, xt) = t,
• there exists a homeomorphism φt : (S, x)→ (S, xt) with Lip(φ) = et,
• φt sends the geodesic lamination ν on (S, x) to the (unique geodesic)

lamination (isotopic to) ν on (S, xt),
• the restriction of φt to the lamination ν on (S, x) is an et-Lipschitz

map which uniformly expands arc-length on ν by et.

Thurston’s construction is fairly straightforward when the lamination ν
consists of finitely many geodesic leaves: Thurston’s et-stretch maps on each
of the 4g−4 + 2n ideal triangles complementary to ν stretches its boundary
geodesics uniformly by a factor of et, and hence glue together continuously.
In particular, all of the leaves of ν are boundary geodesics and hence this
defines an et-stretch map from x on S to a different hyperbolic structure xt
on S satisfying the properties listed above.

However, when the lamination ν has (uncountably) infinitely many leaves,
the situation is much subtler as only finitely many leaves in ν bound the
complementary ideal triangles, and it is far from obvious as to whether
Thurston’s et-stretch maps on these complementary ideal triangles contin-
uously extend to all the leaves in ν. Instead, Thurston studies the space
of all possible hyperbolic metrics on small ε-neighbourhoods of ν, and
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parametrises this space in terms of functions describing transverse measured
foliations (with mainly horocyclic leaves) transverse to ν on the aforemen-
tioned ε-neighbourhood. To get a sense of how this works, observe that
the stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation on an ideal triangle (see Fig. 1) is
endowed with a natural transverse measure which measures the arc-length
of subsegments of the leaves of ν (this determines the transverse measure).

Thurston shows [30, Proposition 4.1] that any such transverse measured
foliation (with closed leaves around cusps and with infinite transverse mea-
sure in the neighbourhoods of cusps) is realised by a hyperbolic metric on
the ε-neighbourhood of ν in such a way that the transverse measure of the
foliation measures arc-length on subsegments of the leaves of ν. In so doing,
he shows that the initial transverse measured foliation describing the neigh-
bourhood of ν in x ∈ T(S), when multiplied by et, t ∈ [0,∞), corresponds to
a ray of hyperbolic metrics in the ε-neighbourhood of ν. The requisite ray
{xt}t∈[0,∞) of metrics and the associated Lipschitz maps {φt} are obtained

by filling in the rest of the surface using et-stretch maps on ideal triangles.
The family of hyperbolic metrics defined by this ray satisfy the previously
listed properties.

Definition 2.4 (stretch lines and stretch rays). The ray {xt}t≥0 in Te-
ichmüller space is called a stretch ray starting at x0, and a line {xt}t∈R
obtained in this way is a called stretch line. we use the term stretch path to
refer to either a stretch line or a stretch ray.

Remark 2.5. We see by construction that a K = et-stretch map sup-
ported by a geodesic lamination ν on a hyperbolic surface (S, x) stretches
the stretch-invariant geodesic foliation on each complementary ideal trian-
gle by a factor of K > 1 and contracts in the direction of the (orthogonal)
stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation. Therefore, the only geodesic segments
stretched by K are those that lie on ν and the stretch-invariant geodesic
foliation. In particular, since the leaves of the stretch-invariant geodesic fo-
liation which do not lie on the boundary of the complementary ideal trian-
gles (and hence ν) necessarily meet one central stable triangle, such leaves
can never be complete geodesics. Hence, any complete geodesic which is
stretched by K is necessarily a leaf of ν. In particular, this means that
(compactly supported) measured laminations which transversely intersect ν
cannot have their length increase by a factor of K. This fact is used by
Thurston, for example, in the proof of [30, Theorem 5.1], and we highlight
it for future reference. We shall give a precise infinitesimal version of this
fact in Lemma 4.2.

2.4. Laminations. We specify several special classes of geodesic lamina-
tions which take a crucial role in the Lipschitz theory of hyperbolic surfaces.

Definition 2.6 (chain-recurrent laminations). A geodesic lamination λ on
a hyperbolic surface is said to be chain-recurrent if for any point x on the
support of λ and for any ε > 0 there exists a parametrised C1 path δ on
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S containing x such that for any unit length path I1 contained in δ there
exists a unit length path I2 contained in the support of λ such that the two
paths I1 and I2 are ε-close in the C1 topology.

We advise readers to see [30, p. 24-25] and elsewhere in Thurston’s paper
for some basic properties of chain-recurrent laminations. Crucially, the sup-
port of any measured lamination is chain-recurrent. We note, however, that
there is a small error in the statement of [30, Lemma 8.3]: it is not true that
any chain-recurrent lamination is approximated arbitrarily closely by sim-
ple closed curves. The correct statement is for chain-recurrent laminations
which are connected. This correction is supported by the second sentence on
[30, Pg. 38], where Thurston invokes the “hypothesis that λ is connected”.
The following is an immediate corollary to Thurston’s Lemma 8.3 [30]:

Lemma 2.7. For any chain-recurrent lamination λ there is a (simple closed)
multicurve which approximates λ arbitrarily closely in the Hausdorff topol-
ogy.

Definition 2.8 (maximal chain-recurrent laminations). A chain-recurrent
lamination λ on S is maximal if there are no chain-recurrent laminations on
S properly containing λ.

Remark 2.9. Thurston states in the paragraph before Theorem 10.2 of [30]
that the complement of a maximal chain-recurrent lamination λ consists of

• ideal triangles and/or
• once-punctured monogons (the latter arises only in the setting when
S has cusps), as well as
• a single once-punctured bigon in the special case when S is the 1-

cusped torus 1.

A careful reading of the proof of [30, Theorem 8.5] tells us that every
complete geodesic lamination extending a specified maximal chain-recurrent
lamination induces the same stretch path. This observation in highlighted
in [6, Corollary 2.3] and utilised in [11], and allows us to adopt the notation

stretch(x, λ, t)

even when a maximal chain-recurrent lamination λ is not complete (this
arises precisely when S has cusps).

The set of compactly supported geodesic laminations on S is a subset
of the set of compact subsets of S and hence naturally inherits the Haus-
dorff metric; indeed, it forms a compact metric space (see Chap. 4 of [3]).
Thurston shows that the set of chain-recurrent laminations forms a closed
(and hence also compact) subset, and we use this fact to establish the fol-
lowing lemma:

1Thurston does not specify this last case, and it is a consequence of the hyperelliptic
involution on the once-punctured tori. Interested readers may consult [6] or [11, Re-
mark 3.4].
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Lemma 2.10. Given a sequence of chain-recurrent laminations {λi} whose
Hausdorff limit Λ is a maximal chain-recurrent lamination, let {Λi} be a se-
quence of chain-recurrent laminations such that λi ⊆ Λi. Then, the sequence
{Λi} also converges to Λ in the Hausdorff topology.

Proof. [30, Proposition 6.2] tells us that the sequence {Λi} has limit points,
and our goal is show that every convergent sequence tends to Λ. By reducing
to a subsequence, we may assume without loss of generality that {Λi} con-
verges to some geodesic lamination Λ∞. By the definition of the Hausdorff
topology, the limit has the form

Λ∞ = { p ∈ (S, x) | there is a sequence {pm ∈ Λi} converging to p } ,
and by the closedness of the set of chain-recurrent laminations, Λ∞ is chain-
recurrent. This necessarily contains

Λ = { p ∈ (S, x) | there is a sequence {pm ∈ λi} converging to p } .
The maximality of of Λ amongst chain-recurrent laminations means that
Λ∞ = Λ and hence the Hausdorff limit of {Λi} is indeed Λ.

�

Definition 2.11 (ratio-maximising lamination). Given an ordered pair of
distinct points x, y ∈ T(S), we say that a geodesic lamination λ is ratio-
maximising from x to y if

• there exists a Lipschitz homeomorphism, in the correct homotopy
class, with optimal (i.e., minimal) Lipschitz constant edTh(x,y) map-
ping from a neighbourhood of λ in (S, x) to a neighbourhood of λ in
(S, y), and
• every such optimal Lipschitz constant homeomorphism takes the

leaves of λ in (S, x) to the leaves of λ in (S, y) by multiplying ar-

clength on λ by edTh(x,y).

Thurston unfortunately gives the incorrect definition for ratio-maximising
laminations in the paragraph prior to [30, Lemma 8.2]. This is corrected
in both [6, Section 2.6] and [11, Definition 4.2]. In any case, the main
motivation for defining ratio-maximising laminations is their central role
in Thurston’s concatenated stretch path construction for Thurston metric
geodesics [30, Theorem 8.5].

Definition 2.12 (maximal ratio-maximising chain-recurrent lamination,
[30, Theorem 8.2]). For any ordered pair of distinct points x, y ∈ T(S),
there is a (unique) ratio-maximising chain-recurrent lamination which con-
tains all other ratio-maximising chain-recurrent laminations from x to y.
This is called the maximal ratio-maximising chain-recurrent lamination, and
we denote it by µ(x, y).

The maximal ratio-maximising chain-recurrent lamination is central to
Thurston’s construction of concatenated stretch path geodesics [30, Theo-
rem 8.5], the proof of which in turn may be used to show that µ(x, y) is the
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unique maximal ratio-maximising lamination among all ratio-maximising
laminations, not just among the chain-recurrent ones.

Theorem 2.13. For arbitary points x, y ∈ T(S), the maximal ratio-
maximising chain-recurrent lamination µ(x, y) contains every ratio-
maximising lamination from x to y.

Proof. Let λ be an arbitray ratio-maximising lamination from x to y. A
K-stretch map with respect to a complete geodesic lamination Λ gives K-
Lipschitz maps between x and stretch(x,Λ, log(K)) which attains the Lip-
schitz constant K precisely along geodesic subsegments of Λ. Hence, the
composition of Ki-stretch maps with respect to complete laminations Λi
gives a Lipschitz map which attains the Lipschitz constant

∏
Ki precisely

along geodesic subsegments contained in
⋂

Λi (which may be empty).

The proof of Theorem 8.5 of [30] not only constructs a Thurston metric
geodesic between (S, x) and (S, y) comprised of stretch paths segments, but

also produces a K = edTh(x,y)-Lipschitz map from (S, x) to (S, y) which is
obtained by composing the stretch maps corresponding to the aforemen-
tioned stretch path segments. In particular, if the first stretch path segment
is taken with respect to some complete geodesic lamination Λ, then the even-
tual K-Lipschitz between (S, x) and (S, y) can only attain the Lipschitz con-
stant K on some sublamination of Λ. Being ratio-maximising laminations,
both µ(x, y) and λ must therefore be contained in Λ. However, Thurston’s
construction allows us to take Λ to be any complete geodesic lamination con-
taining µ(x, y), which means that λ must be contained in the intersection of
all complete geodesic laminations containing µ(x, y). The only components
of S \ µ(x, y) that can support leaves of λ are punctured monogons; for

• ideal triangles contain no leaves, and
• every other surface admits too many intersecting simple geodesics.

Therefore, λ \ µ(x, y), if non-empty, is comprised of bi-infinite geodesics
contained on punctured monogons in the complement of µ(x, y). We shall
show that even this is impossible because there are K-Lipschitz maps which
K-stretch subsegments of the boundary of a punctured monogon, but not
the interior bi-infinite geodesic.

Consider the partial horocyclic foliation of the ideal triangle depicted
in Fig. 2, which contains two of the horocyclic foliation regions of Fig. 1.
We can similarly construct a partial K-stretch map of this ideal triangle
and observe that whilst every subsegment of the bottom boundary edge is
stretched by a factor of K, the other two sides are not. By symmetry, the
left and right boundary edges glue to form a punctured monogon in such
a way that the partial horocyclic foliation matches up, and hence defines
a partial K-stretch map on the punctured monogon which K-stretches the
boundary geodesic but not the interior bi-infinite geodesic. Replacing the
usual stretch map on punctured monogon components in the complement
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Figure 2. A partial horocyclic foliation on an ideal triangle
(left) glue to form a partial foliation of a punctured monogon
(right).

of µ(x, y) by this partial K-stretch map which produces the same metric as
stretch(x,Λ, log(K)). This shows that λ \ µ(x, y) must be empty. �

Remark 2.14 (maximal ratio-maximising laminations). The upshot of The-
orem 2.13 is that we may simply refer to µ(x, y) as the (unique) maximal
ratio-maximising lamination from x to y. Note that Thurston also refers
to maximal ratio-maximising laminations as maximal maximally-stretched
laminations on two occasions in [30]:

• in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 8.5, and
• in the statement of Theorem 10.7,

and similar nomenclature is adopted in [6, Section 2.6].

3. Stretch maps and stretch vectors

The goal of this section is to better understand the trajectory and be-
haviour of Thurston’s stretch paths. We focus on the specific instance where
S is a complete hyperbolic surface which is topologically an annulus with
punctures on both of its boundary components 2. We refer to such surfaces
as (nL, nR)-crowned annuli [4, 9], where nL, nR ≥ 1 denote the number of
punctures on the “left”, respectively “right” boundary component. Up to
the action of the mapping class group relative to the boundary, crowned
annuli only admit finitely many complete geodesic laminations, and such
laminations can only contain finitely many leaves. As before, we assume
that the leaves of such a lamination do not all go from cusp to cusp. The
relative restrictiveness of the context will allow us to describe all stretch
paths on the Teichmüller spaces for crowned annuli. At the same time,

2Taking the double of such a surface, one gets a cusped hyperbolic surface in the sense
we considered before. Thurston’s stretch maps are still well-defined on these surfaces since
they can be decomposed into ideal triangles.
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crowned annuli constitute common examples of subsurfaces and it will aid
us also in the understanding of the behaviour of stretch maps on surfaces of
greater topological complexity.

3.1. Stretch maps for (1, 1)-crowned annuli. We begin with the case
where S is a (1, 1)-crowned annulus, see Figure 3. Since S is an annulus, it
supports a unique essential simple closed curve γS up to isotopy, which is a
retract of S.

Figure 3. A depiction of σ, σx and γS .

The Teichmüller space for (1, 1)-crowned annuli is T(S) ∼= R>0 × R (see
[9]), where, for a given marked hyperbolic surface x ∈ T(S), the first coordi-
nate parametrises the length of the unique simple closed geodesic represen-
tative of γS on x. For expositional simplicity, we henceforth conflate γS with
its unique geodesic representative for any x ∈ T(S). The second coordinate
parametrises the twist parameter for γS . There is a one-parameter family
of choices for how one might define the twist parameter (see, e.g. [32, p.
272]), and we adopt the following convention:

• fix an (arbitrary simple) complete geodesic σ on (S, x) with end-
points at the two punctures of this surface;
• for a given hyperbolic metric x ∈ T(S), homotope σ so that it is the

unique piecewise geodesic σx traveling from cusp 1 until it orthog-
onally meets γS , then travels along γS without back-tracking, but
possibly lapping γS several times, before orthogonally leaving this
curve to approach cusp 2 (see Fig. 3);
• the twist parameter is then the signed length of the subsegment of σx

traversing over γS , with each additional loop along γS contributing
to the twist parameter by `x(γS);
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• we denote the length of γS and the twist parameter in the form
(`, τ) and call this pair of numbers the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates
of (S, x) relative to our choice of geodesic σ.

The main goal of the rest of this subsection is to explicitly write down
all K-stretch maps for the (1, 1)-annulus S. To do so, we first determine
the collection of all complete geodesic laminations on S where not all leaves
have both ends in the boundary.

The limit set of the non-boundary end of a leaf which does not have
both ends in the boundary is a compactly supported geodesic lamination
on S, and hence must be γS . Therefore, any complete geodesic lamination
on S necessarily contains γS . (Recall that, by definition, the support of a
geodesic lamination mush be a closed subset of S.) Now, we can complete
γS to a (non-compactly supported) geodesic lamination of (S, x) by adding
two geodesic leaves α1, α2, where each αi shoots out from cusp i to spiral
around γS . There are four possible configurations of the directions in which
α1 and α2 approach γS , they are represented in Fig. 4. Cases 1 and 3 (from
left to right) in the figure are those where the complete geodesic lamination
is chain-recurrent in the sense of Thurston (Definition 2.6).

Figure 4. The four possible configurations of a complete
lamination composed of γS , α1 and α2. We respectively de-
note the maximal laminations for cases 1 and 3 (start count-
ing from the left) as λ− and λ+. Cases 2 and 4 are those
where the two geodesics α1 and α2 spiral around γS in the
same direction, and where we denote the resulting maximal
lamination by λ0.

Note that we intentionally conflate the two laminations where α1 and
α2 spiral toward γS in the same direction and denote either of these two
laminations as λ0. Our notation abuse is motivated by the fact that the
Thurston stretch ray on T(S) with respect to either choice of λ0 produces
the same parametrised Thurston geodesic ray on T(S), as we shall see in the
next theorem, despite seemingly defining distinct operations on the actual
hyperbolic surface. We denote the other two laminations by λ+ and λ− (see
Fig. 5).

Theorem 3.1 (stretching (1, 1)-crowned annuli). Consider a hyperbolic
metric x ∈ T(S) on S given by the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates (`0, τ0) and
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let K ≥ 1 be an arbitrary real number ≥ 1. The K-stretch map with re-
spect to λ0 deforms the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates (`0, τ0) to (K`0,Kτ0),
whereas the K-stretch map with respect to λ± takes (`0, τ0) to(

K`0,Kτ0 ± 2
(

log(1− e−K`0)−K log(1− e−`0)
))

.

Proof. We first note that since γS is in the closure of the leaves of the αi,
and since the latter are stretched by a factor of K, γS is also stretched by
K. Thus the length coordinate `0 increases to K`0 in all three cases.

Figure 5. A lift of λ0 to the universal cover with specifica-
tions of γ̃S , σ̃ and ς̃. The infinite-sided polygon represents
the universal cover of the surface S. the coordinates on the
circle at infinity are marked after identifying this circle with
the upper half-plane

The λ0 case: We now turn to the twist parameter in the λ0 case. The fact
that the K-stretch map takes (`0, τ0) to (K`0,Kτ0) is heuristically reason-
able: both α1 and α2 spiral towards γS in the same direction, and so any
twisting applied on the left of γS is matched by the twist on the right, thereby
producing 0 net change in the `-normalised twist parameter τ0

`0
= Kτ0

K`0
. It is

nevertheless helpful and reassuring to do the full computation, and we shall
see that essentially the same computations are used in the proof of the λ±
case formulae.
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The universal cover of the hyperbolic surface (S, x) is a contractible bor-
dered domain embedded in the hyperbolic plane H. In Fig. 5, we depict H
as the unit disc model, but for computational purposes, we shall regard this
as the upper half-space model. Consider a lift γ̃S of γS . On each side of γ̃S ,
we see a Z family of lifts of α1 and α2, each spiralling towards an endpoint
of γ̃S which we shall assume, without loss of generality, to be the attracting
fixed point of an automorphism of the universal cover corresponding to the
closed geodesic γS . This convergence in the universal cover means that in
the surface S, the images of the corresponding geodesics spiral around γS .
We mark each ideal triangle in the complement of the lifts of the αi with
its central stable triangle and note that the distance, along a lift α̃i, of the
anchors for any two adjacent ideal triangles is `0: one can see this geometri-
cally by extending the horocyclic segment running through the given anchors
all the way to γ̃S and observing that their endpoints on γ̃S are translates
of each other with respect to the action of γS . Fix an arbitrary lift σ̃ of
σ. We may assume without loss of generality that γ̃S has ∞ and 0 as its
ideal points. Since the initial twist parameter is τ0, the ideal points for σ̃

are −e−
τ0
2 and e

τ0
2 for some convenient parametrisation of the boundary at

infinity by R∪{∞}. The Thurston stretch map preserves γS and hence fixes
0 and ∞ in its lift to the universal cover of x.

To analyse the action of the stretch map on σ, we use a homotopy repre-
sentative of σ whose behaviour under this map is more transparent. Namely,
consider the piecewise-smooth path ς homotopic to σ which:

(1) travels along α1 until it reaches the central stable triangle (for the
first time);

(2) then turns onto the stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation and travels
along this foliation until γS ;

(3) we similarly produce such a piecewise (non-geodesic) ray emanating
along α2 from cusp 2 which eventually reaches γS , and join these two
rays with a geodesic segment running over γS without back-tracking,
but possibly traversing γS multiple times.

See Fig. 5 for a depiction of the lift ς̃ of ς which is homotopic to σ̃.

The Thurston stretch map acts on ς by uniformly stretching the geodesic
segments shown in the picture by a factor of K and non-uniformly shrinking
the two horocylic segments, each joining αi and γS . The reason for the
non-uniformity of the latter is because each of the two horocyclic segments
is comprised of (countably infinitely many) horocyclic segments taken from
γS-translates of lifts of the two triangles in S \ (α1 ∪ α2 ∪ γS). A little
elementary hyperbolic geometry (e.g. [30, p. 16] or [26, Proposition 2.8])
shows that the lengths of these composite horocyclic segments on either side
of γ̃S are both given by the following geometric series:

1 + e−`0 + e−2`0 + e−3`0 + . . . = (1− e−`0)−1.(9)
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Take special note that this horocyclic length is only dependent on `0 — the
length of γS (see the statement of Theorem 3.1).

Eq. (9) implies that, when depicted in the upper half-plane model, as it is

here, the first (left) horocyclic segment is positioned at height e
−τ0

2 (1−e−`0),

and the second is positioned at height e
τ0
2 (1− e−`0). Note in particular that

this means that the midpoint of the vertical geodesic segment in the middle
of ς̃ is at height (1− e−`0).

After a K-stretch, the new metric deforms the surface in such a manner
that the geodesic paths α1 and α2 remain as geodesics which spiral to γS ,
and the transverse horocyclic foliation (depicted in Fig. 5) is preserved.
We develop the universal cover of the K-stretched surface subject to the
normalisation condition that the oriented geodesic γ̃S is preserved, i.e., 0
and ∞ are respectively fixed, and that the midpoint i(1− e−`0) ∈ H of the
geodesic subsegment of ς̃ along γ̃S is fixed. Then, the configuration depicted

in Fig. 5 still holds, albeit with new positions u1, u2 ∈ R instead of e
τ0
2 and

e−
τ0
2 . To determine the new u1, u2, we first observe that the metric along

γ̃S is stretched by a factor of K, the length of the vertical geodesic segment
in the middle of ς̃ increases from τ0 to Kτ0 and hence the new heights of
the two ends of this vertical segment are given by

e
−Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0) and e
Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0).

We next consider what happens to the two composite horocyclic segments
on ς̃. Recall from above that each composite horocyclic segment is made up
of infinitely many horocyclic segments, each contained in a distinct lift of
one of the two ideal triangles in S− λ0. The total length of each of the new
composite horocyclic segments is given by

1 + e−K`0 + e−2K`0 + e−3K`0 + . . . = (1− e−K`0)−1.(10)

We now have enough information to determine the transformed ideal end-
points u1 < 0 < u2 of the transformed ς̃. To find u1, we note that a

horocyclic segment of length (1 − e−K`0)−1 at height e
−Kτ0

2 (1 − e−`0) has
Euclidean width (with respect to the upper half-plane model) given by

e
−Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)

(1− e−K`0)
,

hence

u1 = −e
−Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)

(1− e−K`0)
.
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Similarly, the Euclidean width of a horocyclic segment of length (1 −
e−K`0)−1 at height e

Kτ0
2 (1− e−`0) is

e
Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)

(1− e−K`0)
,

hence

u2 =
e
Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)

(1− e−K`0)
.

Having obtained u1 and u2, we can compute the K-stretched image of σ̃
and hence derive that the new twist coordinate is log |u2

u1
| = Kτ0, as desired.

There are various methods for showing that the new twist coordinate is
indeed given by this expression: one can drop perpendiculars from u1 and
u2 to γ̃S and measure the difference between the respective perpendicular
points of these two rays, or one can observe that the twist parameter is the
logarithm of (one of the permutations of) the cross ratio between 0,∞ and
the two end points of σ̃.

The λ+ case: we repeat the same strategy as for λ0 and consider lifts
γ̃S , ς̃ respectively of γS and ς as before. In particular, we again set γ̃S as

the geodesic joining 0 and ∞ and set σ̃ as the geodesic joining −e−
τ0
2 and

e
τ0
2 . We know immediately from the computation in the λ0 case that the

horocyclic subsegment of ς̃ to the left of γ̃S is placed at height e−
τ0
2 (1 −

e−`0). Observe that the hyperbolic involution z 7→ −z−1 preserves γ̃S , ς̃ and
permutes the two horocyclic subsegments of ς̃. This immediately tells us
that the horocyclic segment to the right of γ̃S lies on the Euclidean circle

passing through 0 and ie
τ0
2 (1 − e−`0)−1 and tangent to 0. Further observe

that the hyperbolic length of the left composite horocyclic segment is still
given by (1 − e−`0)−1, and hence, by the z 7→ −z−1 involution, this is also
the length of the right composite horocyclic segment. Furthermore, these
two composite horocyclic segments both K-stretched to horocyclic segments
of hyperbolic length (1− e−K`0)−1.

We now derive the K-stretched twist parameter for λ+ (see Fig. 6). We
develop the K-stretched image of ς̃ subject to the normalisation condition
that preserves γ̃S and fixes the midpoint i ∈ H of the geodesic subsegment
of ς̃ along γ̃S . One reason for choosing this normalisation comes from the
observation that it is preserved under the involution z 7→ −z−1, and since
we are K-stretching with respect to a lamination which is preserved by
z 7→ −z−1, we ensure that this involution remains an involution of the
K-stretched universal cover of S we develop (subject to this normalisation
condition). Note in particular that the mid-point of ς̃ is necessarily given
by i ∈ H (both before and after the K-stretch) as this is the unique fixed
point of the involution z 7→ −z−1.
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Figure 6. A lift of λ+ to the universal cover with specifica-
tions of γ̃S , σ̃ and ς̃.

We now determine the pre-stretch distance between the mid-point i and
the endpoints of the central geodesic subsegment of ς̃. Our computations

for λ0 show that the height of the lower endpoint is e−
τ0
2 (1 − e−`0), hence

the distance between this end and the mid-point i is log(e
τ0
2 (1− e−`0)−1) =

τ0
2 − log(1− e−`0). This is the same as the distance between i and the upper

endpoint of the central geodesic subsegment of ς̃, hence the height of the

higher endpoint of this segment is e
τ0
2 (1 − e−`0)−1. The K-stretch distorts

distances along γ̃S by a factor of K, hence the distance between the new
mid-point (still at i ∈ H by normalisation) and the new endpoints of the

central geodesic subsegment of ς̃ is Kτ0
2 − K log(1 − e−`0). Therefore, the

new endpoints of the K-stretched central (vertical) geodesic segment of the
K-stretched ς̃ are at

ie
−Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)K and ie
Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)−K ∈ H.

We again denote the ideal points of the K-stretched ς̃ by u1 < 0 < u2.
Then, Eq. (10) again tells us that the length of the K-stretched composite
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horocyclic segment to the left of γ̃S has length (1− e−K`0)−1, hence

u1 = −e
−Kτ0

2 (1− e−`0)K

(1− e−K`0)
.(11)

To determine the position of u2, we again apply the z 7→ −z−1 involution
and see that

u2 = −(u1)−1 =
e
Kτ0

2 (1− e−K`0)

(1− e−`0)K
.(12)

Having determined u1 and u2, we now know the K-stretched image of σ̃
and hence derive that the new twist coordinate is

log
∣∣∣u2
u1

∣∣∣ = 2 log

(
e
Kτ0

2 (1− e−K`0)

(1− e−`0)K

)
= Kτ0 + 2

(
log(1− e−K`0)−K log(1− e−`0)

)
, as claimed.

This computation again makes use of the fact that the twist parameter is
the logarithm of a cross-ratio between 0,∞ and the two endspoints of σ̃.

The λ− case: this follows by symmetry from the λ+ case. Reversing the ori-
entation on S changes the lamination λ− to λ+, whilst affecting the Fenchel–
Nielsen twist parameter by a sign change (and leaving the length parameter
unchanged). This means that the new twist coordinate after a K-stretch
map is

−
(
K × (−τ0) + 2

(
log(1− e−K`0)−K log(1− e−`0)

))
= Kτ0 − 2

(
log(1− e−K`0)−K log(1− e−`0)

)
, as claimed.

�

3.2. Stretch maps for general crowned annuli. We now seek to un-
derstand stretch maps on an (nL, nR)-crowned annulus S, i.e., annuli with
nL, nR > 0 punctures on their boundaries and endowed with a complete
finite-area geodesic-bordered hyperbolic metric [4, 9]. We (again) denote
the unique simple closed curve on S by γS . The geodesic γS cuts S into
two annuli, and we refer to the annulus containing the nL boundary cusps
as the left component, and the and the one with the nR boundary cusps as
the right component.

We first note that any complete lamination Λ of S that contains at least
one leaf which does not have both ends going into the boundary of S nec-
essarily contains γS , hence no leaves of Λ pass from the left component of
S \γS to the right. Topological constraints tell us that the left component of
S \ γS contains precisely nL leaves (not including γS , and the right contains
nR leaves. This means that we can parametrise the Teichmüller space T(S)
of S with
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• nL shearing parameters, one for each of the nL leaves on the left
component of S \ γS with the linear constraint that the shearing
parameters which spiral around γS sum to `γS ,
• nR shearing parameters, one for each of the nR leaves on the right

component of S \ γS with the linear constraint that the shearing
parameters which spiral around γS sum to `γS ,
• one Fenchel–Nielsen length parameter `γS and one twist parameter
τγS for γS .

The K(> 1)-stretch map along Λ multiplies all of the shearing parameters
and the Fenchel–Nielsen length parameter `γS by a factor of K (the two
linear constraints are still satisfied). Thus, we need only determine what
happens to the twist parameter to determine the stretch path given by et-
stretch maps along Λ, for t ≥ 0. To this end, we further observe that only
leaves spiralling into γS can actually affect τγS , and hence we can determine
τγS completely from the subsurface of S which consists of the convex hull
of the leaves of Λ spiralling into γS . This convex hull is a (n′L, n

′
R)-crowned

annulus with n′L ≤ nL and n′R ≤ nR, and, by possibly reducing to a smaller
crowned annulus, we need only determine τγS for stretch maps with respect
to Λ which consist of γS and nL + nR bi-infinite leaves spiralling into γS .
To avoid intersection, the leaves on the left component of S \ γS must all
spiral toward γS in the same direction, and likewise for the right component.
This means that we need only consider four possible cases for Λ: there are
two cases where the left and right leaves spiral in the same direction toward
γS (like for λ0 in Fig. 4), and there are two Λ where the left and right
leaves spiral in opposite directions toward γS (like for λ± in Fig. 4). We
shall handle these two situations separately, but first, we establish a useful
lemma for a single component of S \ γS , i.e., a (n, 0)-crowned annulus (see
Fig. 7).

Figure 7. A (4, 0)-crowned annulus.
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Consider an (n, 0)-crowned annulus A, that is: a complete finite-area
geodesic bordered hyperbolic surface which is topologically an annulus with
n ≥ 1 punctures on one of its boundaries. Denote the closed geodesic
boundary of A by α (endowed with an auxiliary orientation), and a complete
geodesic lamination µ on A comprised of α and n bi-infinite geodesic leaves
which spiral towards α in the same direction as α. See Fig. 8 for a depiction
of the universal cover of A.

Figure 8. The universal cover for the annulus in Fig. 7.

We sequentially label the ideal triangles on A by 41, . . . ,4n. Fig. 8 rep-
resents the situation in the universal cover. Let si ∈ R denote the shearing
parameter for the edge shared by 4i and 4i+1 (cyclically indexed so that
41 = 4n+1). In other words, si denotes the signed hyperbolic distance
travelled, along the ideal geodesic shared by 4i and 4i+1, from the anchor
for 4i+1 to the anchor for 4i. This is signed to be positive if one moves
towards closer to α and negative if one moves farther from α. In the example
depicted in Fig. 8, all of the si are positive. We shall assume without loss
of generality that the universal cover of A is positioned so that the (unique)
lift of α joins 0 and ∞, with the cover of A positioned to the left of the
imaginary axis. Take an arbitrary lift σ of the ideal edge shared by 4n and
41 and let −u denote the non-∞ end of σ. Further consider the lift 4̃n of
4n bordered by σ and the horocyclic arc on 4̃n which extends to a horocy-
cle η tangent to∞. Since σ is a geodesic that joins −u and∞, the (unique)
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intersection point of σ and η necessarily takes the form −u+ iv. Then, the
(hyperbolic) length of the horocyclic subsegment of η that traverses from
−u+ iv to iv is u

v . We have the following:

Lemma 3.2. With the above notation, we have the following relation:

u

v
=

1 + e−s1 + e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ e−(s1+s2+···+sn−1)

1− e−`α
.(13)

Proof. The horocyclic subsegment of η that traverses from −u + iv to iv
and whose length is u

v is partitioned by the leaves of the complete geodesic
lamination µ into (countably) infinitely many horocyclic segments. The
first of these segments is a boundary of the central stable triangle of 41 and
hence has length 1. The second horocyclic segment, which is on 42, is at
distance s1 away from a length 1 horocyclic segment which constitutes the
boundary of the central stable triangle of 42 and hence has length e−s1 . We
continue onwards, noting that for 43, the horocyclic segment in question is
at distance s1 + s2 away from the relevant boundary of the central stable
triangle on 43 and hence has length e−(s1+s2). We continue in this manner
until we get through all n ideal triangles and return to 41, at which point
we now know that the (n+ 1)-th horocyclic segment is at distance `α away
from the original length 1 horocyclic segment, and hence is of length e−`α .
Similarly, the (n + 2)-th horocyclic segment, which lies on 42, is of length

e−(`α+s1), and so forth. Therefore:

u
v =1 + e−s1 + e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ e−(s1+s2+···+sn−1)

+ e−`α + e−(`α+s1) + e−(`α+s1+2) + e−(`α+s1+s2+···+sn−1)

+ e−2`α + e−(2`α+s1) + e−(2`α+s1+2) + e−(2`α+s1+s2+···+sn−1) + . . .

=
(

1 + e−s1 + · · ·+ e−(s1+s2+···+sn−1)
)(

1 + e−`α + e−2`α + · · ·
)

=
1 + e−s1 + e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ e−(s1+s2+···+sn−1)

1− e−`α
, as claimed.

�

3.2.1. Parallel spiralling case. We now move onto working with stretch maps
of S, and we first consider the case where all bi-infinite leaves of the maxi-
mally stretched lamination spiral in the same direction. Let µ+ denote the
complete lamination on S containing, as its leaves (see Fig. 9)

• the closed geodesic γS ;
• nL+nR geodesics going from the boundary cusps of S and spiralling

towards γS in the direction of γS ;
• the boundary geodesics on S.

We label the ideal triangles on the left component by 4L
1 , . . . ,4L

nL
and

those on the right by 4R
1 , . . . ,4R

nR
ordered as in Fig. 10. Let sLi ∈ R denote

the shearing parameter for the edge shared by 4L
i and 4L

i+1 (cyclically
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Figure 9. A (3, 2)-crowned annulus with τ coordinate given
by the signed length of the orange geodesic arc.

indexed), and likewise let sRi ∈ R denote the shearing parameter for the
edge shared by 4R

i and 4R
i+1. Recall that these shearing parameters may

differ in sign from the usual convention, and sXi (for X = L,R) is defined
as the signed hyperbolic distance travelled, along the ideal geodesic shared
by 4X

i and 4X
i+1, from the anchor for 4X

i+1 to the anchor for 4X
i . This is

signed to be positive if one moves towards closer to γS and negative if one
moves farther from γS . As an example, every shearing parameter in Fig. 10
is positive except for sL2 .

Lemma 3.3. Given an (nL, nR)-crowned hyperbolic annulus structure x on
S, set τγS to be the twist parameter for γS obtained by homotoping the simple
ideal geodesic going from the “leftmost” cusp on 4L

1 to the “rightmost” cusp
on 4R

1 (see Fig. 10). Then,

τγS (stretch(x, µ+, t))

= etτγS (x)

+ et log
(

1 + e−s
L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
tsL1 (x) + e−e

t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))

)
− et log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))
)

+ log
(

1 + e−e
tsR1 (x) + e−e

t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))

)
,

where stretch(x, µ+, t)) denotes the hyperbolic structure obtained by et-
stretching along µ+.
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Figure 10. The universal cover of the (3, 2)-annulus in Fig. 9.

Proof. Let τ0 denote the twist parameter τγS (x) for γS before the et-
stretching and let τt denote the twist parameter τγS (stretch(x, µ+, t)) after
the et-stretching. Then, we know that the correspondingly labelled uL0 , u

R
0

and uLt , u
R
t (see Fig. 10) satisfy

τ0 = log
(
uR0
uL0

)
and τt = log

(
uRt
uLt

)
.(14)

Our goal is to express τt in terms of τ0 and other T(S) coordinates. From
Lemma 3.2, we obtain that

τ0 = log
(
uR0
vR0
· v

L
0

uL0
· v

R
0

vL0

)
= log

(
uR0
vR0

)
− log

(
uL0
vL0

)
+ log

(
vR0
vL0

)
= log

(
vR0
vL0

)
− log

(
1 + e−s

L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)+···+sLnL−1(x))

1− e−`γS (x)

)

+ log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)+···+sRnR−1(x))

1− e−`γS (x)

)
.

(15)
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The fact that the last term of Eq. (15) is equal to log
(
uR0
vR0

)
follows from

Lemma 3.2 by applying the reflection isometry with respect to the imaginary
axis in H.

We draw particular attention to the term log
(
vR0
vL0

)
, which measures the

length of a geodesic segment that traverses over γS . After et-stretching, the

length of this segment must therefore be log
(
vRt
vLt

)
= et log

(
vR0
vL0

)
. Substitut-

ing this into the et-stretched version of Eq. (15) yields

τt = log
(
uRt
vRt
· v

L
t

uLt
· v

R
t

vLt

)
= log

(
uRt
vRt

)
− log

(
uLt
vLt

)
+ log

(
vRt
vLt

)
=et log

(
vR0
vL0

)
− log

(
1 + e−e

tsL1 (x) + e−e
t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−et(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)+···+sLnL−1(x))

1− e−et`γS (x)

)

+ log

(
1 + e−e

tsR1 (x) + e−e
t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−et(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)+···+sRnR−1(x))

1− e−et`γS (x)

)
.

Using Eq. (15) to replace the log
(
vR0
vL0

)
term here with expressions in τ0,

`γS (x) and shearing parameters sLi (x), sRj (x) then gives the desired result.
�

Remark 3.4. Similarly define µ− but with the nL +nR bi-infinite geodesic
spiralling towards γS in the direction of γ−1

S . By symmetry, the relevant
Dehn-twist parameter τγS satisfies:

τγS (stretch(x, µ−, t))

= etτγS (x)

− et log
(

1 + e−s
L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))
)

+ log
(

1 + e−e
tsL1 (x) + e−e

t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))

)
+ et log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
tsR1 (x) + e−e

t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))

)
.

However, we should emphasise that in changing the lamination from µ+

to µ−, the shearing parameters sLi and sRj are different to the identically
denoted variables for µ+. In particular, it is generically false that

τγS (stretch(x, µ+, t)) + τγS (stretch(x, µ−, t)) = 2etτγS (x).
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3.2.2. Opposite spiralling case. We now consider the case where we stretch
with respect to complete geodesic laminations where the leaves on the left
and right components of S \ γS spiral toward γS in opposite directions. Let
λ+ denote the complete lamination on S having, as its leaves (see Fig. 11)

• the closed geodesic γS ;
• nL+nR geodesics going from the boundary cusps of S and spiralling

towards γS in such a way that those on the left component spiral in
the direction of γS , and those on the right component spiral in the
direction of γ−1

S ;
• the boundary geodesics on S.

Figure 11. A (3, 2)-crowned annulus with τ coordinate
given by the signed length of the orange geodesic arc.

We label the ideal triangles on the left component by 4L
1 , . . . ,4L

nL
and

those on the right by 4R
1 , . . . ,4R

nR
ordered as in Fig. 12. Let sLi ∈ R denote

the shearing parameter for the edge shared by 4L
i and 4L

i+1 (cyclically

indexed) and likewise let sRi ∈ R denote the shearing parameter for the
edge shared by 4R

i and 4R
i+1. We once again emphasise that these shearing

parameters may differ in sign from the usual convention, and sXi (for X =
L,R) is defined as the signed hyperbolic distance travelled, along the ideal
geodesic shared by 4X

i and 4X
i+1, from the anchor for 4X

i+1 to the anchor

for 4X
i . This is signed to be positive if one moves towards closer to γS , and

negative if one moves farther from γS . As an example, all of the shearing
parameters in Fig. 12 are positive.

Lemma 3.5. Given an (nL, nR)-crowned hyperbolic annulus structure on
S, set τγS to be the twist parameter for γS obtained by homotoping the ideal
geodesic going from the “leftmost” cusp on 4L

1 to the “leftmost” cusp on
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Figure 12. The universal cover of the (3, 2)-annulus in Fig. 11.

4R
1 (see Fig. 12). Then,

τγS (stretch(x, λ+, t))

= etτγS (x) + 2
(

log(1− e−et`γS (x))− et log(1− e−`γS (x))
)

+ et log
(

1 + e−s
L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
tsL1 (x) + e−e

t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))

)
+ et log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
tsR1 (x) + e−e

t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))

)
.

Proof. We employ the same strategy of proof as for Lemma 3.3. Let τ0

and τt respectively denote the twist parameter τγS evaluated at x and
stretch(x, λ+, t). As before, this tells us that the correspondingly labelled
uL0 , u

R
0 and uLt , u

R
t (see Fig. 12) satisfy

τ0 = log
(
uR0
uL0

)
and τt = log

(
uRt
uLt

)
.(16)
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From Lemma 3.2, we obtain

τ0 = log
(
uR0
vR0
· v

L
0

uL0
· v

R
0

vL0

)
= log

(
vR0
vL0

)
− log

(
vR0
uR0

)
− log

(
uL0
vL0

)
= log

(
vR0
vL0

)
− log

(
1 + e−s

L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)+···+sLnL−1(x))

1− e−`γS (x)

)

− log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)+···+sRnR−1(x))

1− e−`γS (x)

)
.

(17)

To see how the last term in Eq. (17) follows from Lemma 3.2, apply the
Möbius transformation z 7→ −z−1 to the universal cover of the right compo-
nent of S \γS and observe that its image precisely satisfies the configuration
of Lemma 3.2, and that our particular definition of shearing parameter re-
mains unchanged under such a transformation, and the only changes are for
uR0 and vR0 i, which respectively get sent to −(uR0 )−1 and (vR0 )−1i. Hence

vR0
uR0

=
(uR0 )−1

(vR0 )−1 =
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)+···+sRnR−1(x))

1− e−`γS (x)
.

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we observe that the segment

between vL0 and vR0 is et-stretched to a segment of length log
(
vRt
vLt

)
=

et log
(
vR0
vL0

)
. Substituting this into the et-stretched version of Eq. (17) yields

τt = log
(
uRt
vRt
· v

L
t

uLt
· v

R
t

vLt

)
= log

(
vRt
vLt

)
− log

(
vRt
uRt

)
− log

(
uLt
vLt

)
=et log

(
vR0
vL0

)
− log

(
1 + e−e

tsL1 (x) + e−e
t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−et(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)+···+sLnL−1(x))

1− e−et`γS

)

− log

(
1 + e−e

tsR1 (x) + e−e
t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + · · ·+ e

−et(sR1 (x)+sL2 (x)+···+sRnR−1(x))

1− e−et`γS (x)

)
.

Replacing the log
(
vR0
vL0

)
term here, using Eq. (17), with expressions in τ0,

`γS (x) and shearing parameters then yields the desired result. �

Remark 3.6. We can analogously define λ− but with nL + nR geodesics
going from the boundary cusps of S and spiralling towards γS in such a way
that those on the left component spiral in the direction of γ−1

S , and those on
the right component spiral in the direction of γS . By symmetry, the relevant
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Dehn-twist parameter τγS satisfies:

τγS (stretch(x, λ−, t))

= etτγS (x)− 2
(

log(1− e−et`γS (x))− et log(1− e−`γS (x))
)

− et log
(

1 + e−s
L
1 (x) + e−(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))
)

+ log
(

1 + e−e
tsL1 (x) + e−e

t(sL1 (x)+sL2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sL1 (x)+...+sLnL−1(x))

)
− et log

(
1 + e−s

R
1 (x) + e−(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e

−(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))
)

+ log
(

1 + e−e
tsR1 (x) + e−e

t(sR1 (x)+sR2 (x)) + . . .+ e
−et(sR1 (x)+...+sRnR−1(x))

)
.

We again emphasise that in changing the lamination from λ+ to λ−, the new
shearing parameters sLi and sRj are (a priori) different to the corresponding
variables for λ+, and it is generically false that

τγS (stretch(x, λ+, t)) + τγS (stretch(x, λ−, t)) = 2etτγS (x).

3.3. Stretch maps for complete finite-area hyperbolic surfaces. We
now explain how we can utilise the expressions for stretch maps on crowned
annuli to describe stretch maps for finite-leaf laminations of complete finite-
area hyperbolic surfaces, i.e., general crowned hyperbolic surfaces with
finitely many boundaries, each with finitely many punctures.

A finite-leaf complete lamination Λ on a complete finite-area hyper-
bolic surface (S, x) consists of simple closed geodesics and simple bi-infinite
geodesics which either spiral to (and from) the aforementioned simple closed
geodesics or to cusps. To each closed geodesic γ, we can dassociate its length
and Fenchel–Nielsen twist functions `γ : T(S)→ R>0 and τγ : T(S)→ R. We
observe that each bi-infinite geodesic in Λ is the shared edge between two
(possibly non-distinct) ideal triangles and hence has a well-defined shearing
parameter sα. The combination of the Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameters and
the shearing parameters globally parameterises T(S): the shearing parame-
ters tell us how to glue ideal triangles to constitute the complement of the
closed geodesics on S, and the twist parameter tells us how to glue together
those surfaces to form (S, x) (also see [5, Section 7] and [9, Section 2.4.1]).
We further note that the length parameter `γ is a linear combinations of the
shearing parameters of bi-infinite geodesics spiralling to α (see, e.g. [2, Sec-
tion 2.3.1]). Specifically, if the geodesic rays (i.e., rays consisting of one end
of a bi-infinite geodesic) spiralling to a given side of γ lie on the bi-infinite
geodesics α1, . . . , αk, then there is a choice of signs εi ∈ {+,−} such that

`γ = ε1sα1 + . . .+ εksαk .(18)

The sign choices here depend on the initial choice of sign for the shearing
parameters, and can be determined without mysterious numerology. The
upshot here is that the expressions for Thurston’s stretch map in Theo-
rem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 are given in terms of a natural coordinate
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system on T(S) which is a mixture of Fenchel–Nielsen twist coordinates and
Thurston’s shearing parameters.

Thurston’s shearing parameter measures the signed length of the geodesic
segment on a bi-infinite geodesic leaf α in Λ bounded by the anchor points
of adjoining ideal triangles to α. Under the action of a K-stretch map, these
parameters are multiplied by a factor of K. Likewise, under the action of
a K-stretch map, the length `γ of a simple closed geodesic γ in Λ is also
multiplied by a factor of K (note that this agrees with Eq. (18)).

The action of a K-stretch map on Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameters is
more complex, and is precisely spelled out by Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.3
and 3.5. To be more concrete: given a simple closed geodesic γ ⊂ Λ, consider
an arbitrary lift γ̃ of γ to the universal cover S̃ of S, and consider the subset
of S̃ comprised of γ̃ and all of ideal triangles in the complement of the lift of
Λ in S̃ which spiral to γ̃. The metric completion Ã of this collection of ideal
triangles is invariant under translation along γ̃ by the deck transformation in
π1(S) corresponding to γ̃. The quotient A of Ã by the aforementioned deck
transformation is a crowned annulus around a copy of γ, and the restric-
tion of Λ on A simultaneously takes the form of the laminations described
in Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 whilst having the same shearing
parameters and twist coordinates as corresponding geodesic leaves on Λ on
(S, x), which allows us to invoke Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 to
determine the deformation of the Fenchel–Nielsen twist coordinate τγ for γ.

3.4. Antistretch paths.

Definition 3.7 (antistretch maps, [29]). Although we have hitherto de-
fined et-stretch maps and stretch paths exclusively for t ≥ 0, the notion of
stretch maps and stretch path are perfectly well-defined for t < 0, and are
respectively referred to as the antistretch map and antistretch path.

Theorem 3.8 (back-time convergence [29, Theorem 4.1]). Consider a finite-
leaf lamination Λ, and denote its closed leaves by γ1, . . . , γk. As t→∞, for
any x ∈ T(S), the e−t-stretch path with respect to Λ x−t := stretch(x,Λ,−t)
converges to the uniform weighted projectivised multicurve

[γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γk] ∈ PML(S) = ∂∞T(S),

where PML(S) = ∂∞T(S) denotes the boundary of the Thurston compacti-
fication of T(S). Note that this is independent of the starting point x.

Proof. We only sketch the proof of the above result. To begin with, we make
the observation that the shearing lengths assigned to the bi-infinite leaves
in Λ, and the Fenchel-Nielsen parameters attached to γ1, . . . , γk suffice to
parametrise the Teichmüller space T(S). As s → ∞ the e−s-stretch map
(i.e., the antistretch map) with respect to Λ,

(1) all of the shearing lengths for the bi-infinite leaves in Λ exponentially
shrink to 0,
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(2) the Fenchel–Nielsen length parameter for γj also exponentially
shrinks to 0, and

(3) the Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameter for γj behaves as ±2s+ o(1).

Point 3 comes from analysing the behaviour of Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.6
as t = −s → −∞ there: every term tends either to 0 or a constant except
for

±2 log
(

1− e−es`j(x)
)

= ∓2s+O(1).

First two points tell us that the geometry of S \ (γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γk) converges
to a cusped surface without open ends, possibly with multiple connected
components, in which each of γ1, . . . , γk corresponds to a cusp. In particular,
each side of the standard collar neighbourhood around γj is an annulus of
width

arcsinh

(
1

sinh(1
2e
−s`γj )

)
= s+O(1),

and geometrically tends to a cusp bounded by a horocycle of length 2. Since
the complement of the collar neighbourhoods around the {γj} converges to
a compact horocycle bordered surface, the complement of the collar neigh-
bourhood must have diameter bounded above by some constant for all t.
Therefore, the length of an arbitrary simple closed geodesic on the com-
plement of the {γj} necessarily stabilises and converges as s tends to ∞.
In contrast, for an arbitrary simple closed geodesic γ that intersects the
γ1 t · · · t γk by M > 1 times, its length grows due to the following two
dominant contributing factors:

• the growing width of the collar neighbourhoods around the γj , and
• the accumulating Fenchel–Nielsen twists around the {γj} induced by

the antistretch.

The former contributing factor tells us that the length of γ as s → ∞
is bounded below by 2Ms + o(1). Coupled with the second contributing
factor, we easily obtain the coarse upper bound of 4Ms + o(1), which we
now improve upon. Observe that the direction of the ∓2s+ O(1) Fenchel–
Nielsen twist is orthogonal to the length 2s + O(1) geodesic cutting across
the collar neighbourhood surrounding each γj . The hyperbolic Pythagoras’
theorem (see, e.g.: [1, Theorem 2.2.2.i]) therefore tells us that the length
of each subsegment of γ that cuts across a the collar neighbourhood of γj
grows as

2arcosh(cosh(s+O(1)) cosh(t+O(1)) = 2s+O(1),

which shows that length of γj is bounded above by 2Ms + O(1) — which
equals the previously established lower bound. The embedding of x−s =
stretch(x,Λ,−s) in P(RS

≥0) can be normalised via division by 2s and repre-
sented by

φ : S→ R≥0, γ 7→ i(γ, γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γk),
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where i(α, β) denotes the geometric intersection number between α and β.
The limit of x−s in PML(S) is therefore given by the projective class of
φ ∈ RS

≥0, i.e., the projective multicurve [γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γk] ∈ PML(S). �

4. Stretch vectors

We now return to the context where S = Sg,n is a general orientable
surface of genus g with n ≥ 0 cusps. The aim of this subsection is to derive
results pertaining to tangent vectors induced by stretch paths.

Definition 4.1 (stretch vector). Consider a point x ∈ T(S) and a complete
lamination λ on S. Then Thurston’s stretch map construction defines a
geodesic ray {stretch(x, λ, t)}t≥0, where stretch(x, λ, t) is obtained from x

by et-stretching with respect to λ. We refer to the tangent vector

vλ := d
dt

∣∣
t=0

stretch(x, λ, t) ∈ TxT(S)

as the stretch vector at x with respect to λ.

We begin by giving a sketch-of-proof for an infinitesimal version of the
fact referenced in the second last sentence of Remark 2.5. This claim is
implicitly asserted in the proof of [30, Theorem 5.1].

Lemma 4.2 (maximally stretched lamination [30, Theorem 5.1]). Consider
a maximal (geodesic) lamination λ with corresponding stretch vector vλ ∈
TxT(S). For any measured lamination µ ∈ ML(S) such that the geodesic
lamination |µ| supporting µ has a nonempty transverse intersection with λ,
we have

vλ(log `(µ)) < 1.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that `x(µ) = 1, and hence
we compute

vλ(log `(µ)) = vλ(`(µ))
`x(µ) = vλ(`(µ)) = lim

t→0

`xt (µ)−`x(µ)
t ,(19)

where xt = stretch(x, λ, t). Although the precise value of `xt(µ) is finicking
to compute, it suffices for our purposes to find a small enough upper bound
for this value so that Eq. (19) approaches something less than 1. Specifically,
we compute the length of the quasi-geodesic to which µ deforms with respect
to the change of metric parameterised by xt. To this end, we first show that
there exist some θ ∈ (0, π2 ) and a subset ν of µ of length L ∈ (0, 1] such that
the geodesics constituting ν intersect the (vertical) geodesic partial foliation
for λ at an angle between θ and π

2 . Computing the change in the norm of
each unit tangent vector along the geodesic segments of ν as one deforms the
metric x = x0 to xt shows that the new norm is smaller than cos(θ)et. This
suffices to show that Eq. (19) is strictly less than L cos(θ) + (1−L) < 1. �
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Lemma 4.3. Consider a pair of complete geodesic laminations Λ± on
(S, x) ∈ T(S) which agree everywhere except on a (1, 1)-cusped annulus con-
tained in S with core geodesic γ0 of length `0, whereby Λ± respectively con-
tain λ± (as by the notation of Theorem 3.1). Then, the difference between
the stretch vectors vΛ± is expressed as:

vΛ+ − vΛ− =

(
4`0e

−`0

1− e−`0
− 4 log(1− e−`0)

)
Eγ0 ,(20)

where Eγ0 is the unit Fenchel–Nielsen twist vector with respect to γ0. In
particular,

‖vΛ+ − vΛ−‖Th = (4`0e
−`0 + o(`0e

−`0))‖Eγ0‖Th, as `0 →∞.(21)

Proof. Let S0 ⊂ S denote the specified (1, 1)-cusped annulus in S containing
γ0 as its core geodesic. We first observe that since the metric deformations
corresponding to λ− and λ+ on the boundary of S0 are identical, the only
difference between the metrics stretch(x,Λ+, t) and stretch(x,Λ−, t) may be
homotoped to occur only within S0. In other words, the restriction of the
metrics stretch(x,Λ±, t) to S \ S0 are isometric. Moreover, since there is
only one way to attach a pair of (crowned) half-pants of cuff length et`0 to
each of the two crowned boundaries of S \ S0, this further informs us that
the geodesically bordered hyperbolic metrics induced by stretch(x,Λ±, t) on
S \ γ0 are also necessarily isometric. Therefore, the vector vΛ+ − vΛ− is a
multiple of Eγ0 , the unit Fenchel–Nielsen twist vector with respect to γ0.
Theorem 3.1 tells us that this factor is

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

4
(

log(1− e−et`0)− et log(1− e−`0)
)

= 4

(
`0e
−`0

1− e−`0
− log(1− e−`0)

)
.

This gives Eq. (20), and Eq. (21) follows by L’Hôpital’s rule. �

Corollary 4.4. The tangent vectors vΛ+ and vΛ− at TxT(S) are distinct.

Proof. Note that

4`0e
−`0

1− e−`0
− 4 log(1− e−`0) = positive term− (negative term) > 0.

Lemma 4.3 then tells us that vΛ+ 6= vΛ− . �

We can give a much more general version of Corollary 4.4. Let Λ1 and Λ2

be two complete geodesic laminations of (S, x) such that Λ1 ∩ Λ2 contains
the boundary of some crowned annulus T ⊂ S, as well as the unique simple
closed geodesic γT contained in the interior of T . Further require that Λ1 ∩
T and Λ2 ∩ T , which are both complete geodesic laminations on T , are
respectively equal to λ+ and λ− in the sense of Lemma 3.5. Given this
setup, we have the following result:

Lemma 4.5. Suppose all of the shearing parameters assigned to the bi-
infinite geodesic leaves of Λ1 ∩T and Λ2 ∩T which spiral to γT are positive.
Then, the tangent vectors vΛ1 and vΛ2 at TxT(S) are distinct.
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Proof. We can see from Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.6 that the directional
derivatives vΛ1(τγT ) and vΛ2(τγT ) are expressible purely in terms of the ge-
ometry of T ⊂ S. In particular, the expression of

(vΛ1 − vΛ2)(τγT ) = vΛ1(τγT )− vΛ2(τγT )

is a sum of positive multiples of terms of the form

`γT e
−`γT

1− e−`γT
− log(1− e−`γT ),

as well as terms of the form

log
(

1 + e−s1 + e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ e−(s1+···+sn−1)
)

+
s1e
−s1 + (s1 + s2)e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ (s1 + · · ·+ sn−1)e−(s1+···+sn−1)

1 + e−s1 + e−(s1+s2) + · · ·+ e−(s1+···+sn−1)
.

Our previous computation for the proof of Corollary 4.4 as well as the as-
sumption of positive shearing parameters then ensures that all of these terms
are positive, and hence (vΛ1 − vΛ2)(τγT ) 6= 0. Therefore, vΛ1 − vΛ2 6= 0, and
these two vectors are distinct. �

4.1. Non-chain-recurrent laminations. In order to construct Thurston
metric geodesics between two arbitrary points x, y ∈ T(S), Thurston shows
that any two points in Teichmüller space is joined by a Thurston metric ge-
odesic obtained from concatenating finitely many stretch paths. The initial
stretch path segment in the geodesics that Thurston constructs are stretch
paths with respect to any complete lamination Λ which extends the max-
imal ratio-maximising lamination µ(x, y) (Definition 2.12) between x and
y. In particular, one can always take Λ to be the unique complete lami-
nation extending a maximal chain-recurrent lamination containing µ(x, y).
Thurston’s geodesic construction [30, Theorem 8.5] tells us to start stretch-
ing, with respect to Λ, from x to xt until such a time that the maximal ratio-
maximising lamination µ(xt, y) changes in topology. One may then exchange
Λ for a complete geodesic lamination containing the updated maximal ratio-
maximising lamination. Again, we can choose this new complete geodesic
lamination to be a complete lamination extensing a maximal chain-recurrent
lamination containing the updated maximal ratio-maximising lamination.
Repeating this selection procedure suffices to show that one can always join
two arbitrary points in Teichmüller space via a concatenation of stretch
paths with respect to (complete laminations extending) maximal chain-
recurrent laminations. Conversely, when the maximal ratio-maximising lam-
ination µ(x, y) is a maximal chain-recurrent lamination, there is a unique
Thurston geodesic joining x and y given by the stretch path with respect
to (the complete lamination extending) the maximal chain-recurrent lami-
nation containing µ(x, y).

Based on the above observations, we heuristically expect that stretch
paths with respect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations are “extremal”
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among Thurston metric geodesics, which in turn suggests that stretch vec-
tors for stretch paths with respect to maximal chain-recurrent laminations
should constitute extreme points in the unit Thurston norm tangent sphere
Sx ( TxT(S). This is conjectural except in the case when S is a 1-cusped
torus or a 4-cusped sphere, but is otherwise unproven. In particular, :

Lemma 4.6. Let Λ0 be a complete geodesic lamination that contains λ0 of
Fig. 4 as a sublamination. Then, vΛ0 is not an extreme point in Sx.

Proof. Let

• γ0 denote the simple closed geodesic contained in λ0,
• A denote the convex hull of λ0 in (S, x), and
• Λ± be the complete geodesic laminations obtained by replacing λ0 ⊂

Λ0 respectively with λ± of Fig. 4.

Since Λ0, Λ+ and Λ− all agree on S \ A, et-stretch maps with respect to
these three laminations deform S \A in the same way. This, combined with
Theorem 3.1, implies that for any Fenchel-Nielsen coordinate with respect to
a pants decomposition containing γ, the coordinates for the et-stretch maps
with respect to Λ0 and Λ± completely agree except in the twist parameter
for γ0. Indeed, Theorem 3.1 tells us that the twist parameters for the stretch
maps with respect to Λ± average to the twist parameter for the stretch map
with respect to Λ0. Therefore,

vΛ0 = 1
2

(
vΛ+ + vΛ−

)
,

where vΛ+ and vΛ− are the respective stretch vectors with respect to Λ+

and Λ−. Therefore, vΛ0 is not an extreme point in Sx. �

4.2. Maximal twist lemma. In this subsection, we consider geodesic lam-
inations λ on S = Sg,n which contain, as a sublamination, (disjoint) sim-
ple closed geodesics α, β1, β2, β3, β4 such that the collections {α, β1, β2} and
{α, β3, β4} both bound pairs of pants on S (see Fig. 13). Our goal is to show
that stretch vectors for certain λ of the above form maximise and minimise
the Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameter for the curve α over the collection of all
unit (with respect to the Thurston norm) tangent vectors which “maximally
stretch” α, β1, β2, β3, and β4. This is made precise in Lemma 4.9.

Remark 4.7. We presently only consider the setting where the simple closed
geodesics α, β1, β2, β3, β4 are all distinct. However, elementary topological
arguments suffice to allow us to extend the main results in this subsection
also to cases where some of the aforementioned geodesics are the same,
namely (up to symmetry):

• β1 = β2;
• β1 = β2 and β3 = β4;
• β1 = β3 and α = β2 = β4.

A key part of our strategy is to study the lengths of simple closed geodesics
which lie in the interior of the 4-holed sphere bounded by β1, β2, β3, β4 and
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which geometrically intersect α precisely twice. Let γ0 be one shortest such
simple closed geodesic, and let γm, m ∈ Z, be the αm-Dehn twist of γ0.
The Hausdorff limits λ± of γm as m→ ±∞ are geodesic laminations in the
interior of the 4-holed sphere bounded by β1, β2, β3, β4 containing α and two
other bi-infinite geodesic leaves αL, αR spiralling to α in opposite directions
from opposite sides (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Λ+ is the union of α, αL, αR, β1, β2, β3 and β4.

We complete the lamination λ+∪{β1, β2, β3, β4} arbitrarily to a complete
geodesic lamination Λ+ on S and likewise complete λ− ∪ {β1, β2, β3, β4} to
Λ−. Note that the length of γm under stretching by Λ± depends only on the
restriction of Λ± to the 4-holed sphere bounded by β1, β2, β3, β4. There are
(at most) 24 different choices (two choices for each βi) for how one completes
λ± to a complete lamination on the 4-holed sphere bounded by β1, β2, β3, β4,
and each of these 24 choices come from adding geodesic leaves σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4

which spiral from β1, β2, β3, β4 to α.

We first study the behaviour of the length of γ = γm, for m � 0, un-
der the K-stretch map with respect to Λ+. We approximate γm by a ho-
motopic curve ς obtained by concatenating segments along leaves of the
stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation and the stretch-invariant geodesic lam-
ination for Λ+. Since γ intersects α twice, the latter separates γ into two
geodesic segments γL and γR. When m� 0 is large, we know that γm well-
approximates λ+ and hence the geodesic segment γL is homotopic (whilst
fixing endpoints) to a path which traverses along:

• a segment along a leaf of the stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation,
so as to go from α to αL, followed by
• a segment along αL, followed by
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• a segment along a leaf of the stretch-invariant horocyclic foliation,
so as to go from αL back to α.

We homotope γR analogously to a horocyclic segment, followed by a αR

segment and then another horocyclic segment. See Fig. 14 where this is
depicted on a lift to the universal cover, with labels for each of these six
segments along leaves of stretch-invariant foliations.

Figure 14. The curve γm is homotopic to a closed loop ς
obtained by concatenating lL, lR, h1, h2, h3, and h4.

We next express the length of γ in terms of the lengths of these six
segments by computing a PSL2(R)-conjugacy representative of the holonomy
matrix for γ.

Lemma 4.8. The length of γ is related to lengths of lL, lR, h1, h2, h3, h4 (we
use the same symbols to represent their lengths) by the following formula:

2 cosh(
`γ
2 ) =e

1
2

(lL+lR)(1 + h1h2)(1 + h3h4) + e
1
2

(lL−lR)h1h4(22)

+ e
1
2

(lR−lL)h2h3 + e−
1
2

(lL+lR).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we position the lift of αL depicted in
Fig. 13 with endpoints placed at 0 and ∞ and with a lift of the h4 segment
joined to i on the right of the lift of α (see Fig. 14). We obtain the holo-
nomy matrix for γ by composing the matrices corresponding to the following
sequence of transformations:
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(1) hyperbolically translate along the lift of αL by lL, so that the end-
point of the lift of h1 is now placed at i;

(2) rotate by π around i, so that the lift of h1 is now placed to the right
of i on the lift of αL;

(3) parabolically translate along the lift of h1, so that the shared end-
point of h1 and h2 is now placed at i;

(4) rotate by π so that the lift of h2 is now to the left of i;
(5) parabolically translate along the lift of h2, so that the shared end-

point of the respective lifts of h2 and αR is positioned at i;
(6) hyperbolically translate along the lift of αR by lR, so that the end-

point of the lift of h3 is now placed at i;
(7) rotate by π around i, so that the lift of h3 is now placed to the right

of i on the lift of αR;
(8) parabolically translate along the lift of h3, so that the shared end-

point of h3 and h4 is now placed at i;
(9) rotate by π so that the lift of h4 is now to the left of i;

(10) parabolically translate along the lift of h4, so that the shared end-
point of the respective lifts of h4 and αR is positioned at i. This
results in a γ-translate of our initial configuration.

Putting all of these matrices together (ordered from right to left), we
obtain:

±
[

1 h4
0 1

] [
0 −1
1 0

] [
1 −h3
0 1

] [
0 −1
1 0

] [
e
lR

2 0

0 e
−lR

2

] [
1 h2
0 1

] [
0 −1
1 0

] [
1 −h1
0 1

] [
0 −1
1 0

] [
e
lL

2 0

0 e
−lL

2

]
=±

[
e

1
2

(lL+lR)(1 + h1h2)(1 + h3h4) + e
1
2

(lL−lR)h1h4 ∗
∗ e

1
2

(lR−lL)h2h3 + e−
1
2

(lL+lR)

]
.

We omit the non-diagonal entries because we only need to know the trace

of this matrix, which is equal to 2 cosh(
`γ
2 ). This yields Eq. (22). �

The homotopy class of γ is unaffected by the K = et-stretching with
respect to Λ+, and the structure of its homotopy representative in terms
of stretch-invariant segments is preserved over the et-stretch path xt with
respect to Λ+. Therefore, the above formula is both well-defined and true
with

lγ(t) := `γ(xt), l
L(t) := lL(xt), l

R(t) := lR(xt)

hj(t) defined as the arc-length of the hj horocyclic segment for xt ∈ T(S).
Since lL(t) and lR(t) measure the lengths of segments on a leaf in Λ+, they
must be K = et stretched:

lL(t) = lL(0)et and lR(t) = lR(0)et.(23)

Note in particular that

(lL)
′
(0) = lL(0) and (lR)

′
(0) = lR(0).(24)
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The behaviour of the horocyclic segments hi with respect to t is slightly
more nuanced. First observe that the complement of Λ+ on the pair of pants
bounded by {β1, β2, α} consists of two ideal triangles 41 and 42. The set
h1 ∩41 is comprised of infinitely many connected components all of which
are horocyclic segments. These horocyclic segments exponentially decrease
in length, the closer a component of h1 ∩ 41 is to α. Let d1(t) denote
the distance between the longest horocyclic subsegment of h1 ∩41 and the
nearest horocyclic boundary edges of the central stable triangle on 41 (with
respect to the metric xt ∈ T(S)) when 41 is laid flat on the hyperbolic
plane. Then, the lengths of the segments comprising h1 ∩41 are given by

e−d1(t), e−d1(t)−lγ(t), e−d1(t)−2lγ(t), e−d1(t)−3lγ(t), . . . .

Likewise consider the horocyclic segments which constitute the connected
components of h1 ∩42, and let d2 denote the distance between the longest
of these segments and nearest horocyclic boundary of the central stable
triangle on 42 when 42 is laid flat on the hyperbolic plane. The lengths of
the segments comprising h1 ∩42 are then given by

e−d2(t), e−d2(t)−lγ(t), e−d2(t)−2lγ(t), e−d2(t)−3lγ(t), . . . .

When the surface is et-stretched along Λ+, the horocyclic heights di(0) +
jlγ(0) increase to et(di(0) + jlγ(0)) and hence the length of h1(t), i.e. the
sum of the lengths of all these horocyclic segments, is given by

h1(t) =
e−e

td1(0) + e−e
td2(0)

1− e−etlγ(0)
.(25)

This is a function which monotonically decreases to 0 as t→∞. Crucially,
we can determine the derivative of h1 at t = 0:

h′1(0) = −d1(0)e−d1(0) + d2(0)e−d2(0)

1− e−lγ(0)
− lγ(0)e−lγ(0)(e−d1(0) + e−d2(0))

(1− e−lγ(0))2
.

(26)

Analogous expressions hold for h2(t), h3(t) and h4(t).

Lemma 4.9 (maximal twist lemma). Given simple closed geodesics
β1, β2, β3 and β4 which bound a 4-holed sphere on x ∈ T(S) and a simple
closed geodesic α in the interior of the aforementioned 4-holed sphere, define
λ+ as above and let Λ+ be any complete geodesic lamination on S which con-
tains β1, β2, β3, β4 and λ+. Further let vΛ+ ∈ TxT(S) denote the stretch vec-
tor for Λ+. Then there are no Thurston norm unit vectors w ∈ Sx ( TxT(S)
such that all the following conditions are all satisfied

(1) w(`α) = vΛ+(`α) = `α(x), where `α : T(S) → R is the hyperbolic
length function for α,

(2) for each j = 1, 2, 3, 4, w(`βj ) = vΛ+(`βj ) = `βj (x),
(3) w(τα) > vΛ+(τα), where τα : T(S) → R is a Fenchel–Nielsen twist

function for α.
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Proof. We show that any w ∈ TxT(S) satisfying the three listed properties
necessarily has Thurston norm strictly larger than 1. In particular, we show
that there is some γm for which ‖w‖Th ≥ w(log `γm) > 1. Specifically, we
take γm to be the αm-Dehn twist of γ0: to be the shortest geodesic on the
interior of the convex hull of the βi which intersects α precisely twice.

Since γm is in the interior of the 4-holed sphere bounded by β1, β2, β3, β4,
its geometry is completely determined by `β1 , `β2 , `β3 , `β4 , `α and τα. This
implies that d`γm is a linear combination of d`α, d`β1 , d`β2 , d`β3 , d`β4 and
dτα. Since the dτα-component of d`γm is equal to ∂τα(`γn), we have

w(log `γm) =
w(`γm)

`γm
=
vΛ+(`γm) + ∂τα(`γm)ε

`γm
,

for ε = w(τα)− vΛ+(τα) > 0 (by condition (3)). This is possible because w
and vΛ+ agree with regard to their d`α, d`β1 , d`β2 , d`β3 , and d`β4-components
(see conditions (1) and (2)), and only differ in their d`τα-components (see
condition (3)).

We approximate the right-most term using Wolpert’s cosine formula [35,
§3]: for m � 0, the geodesic γm intersects α at an angle close to 0 (at
both points), and hence ∂τα(`γm) ≈ 2. We may hence assume, by setting m

sufficiently high, that
∂τα (`γm )ε

`γm
≈ 2ε

`γm
> ε

`γm
. Our goal therefore becomes

to show that

‖w‖Th ≥ w(log `γm) >
vΛ+

(`γm )+ε

`γm (x) > 1.

To this end, we now turn to computing vΛ+(`γm).

Observe that vΛ+(`γm) can be determined by taking `γm of the et-stretch
path xt, based at x0 = x, for Λ+ and computing the t = 0 derivative of
lγm(t) := `γm(xt). Therefore, we differentiate Eq. (22) and substitute in
Eq. (24) to replace (lL)′ and (lR)′. Due to the comparative complexity of
Eq. (26), we do not insert it directly into our present computations, but
reserve this for a later step in our analysis. In any case, differentiating
Eq. (22) and rearranging slightly we obtain that
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vΛ+(`γm) =
∂t2 cosh(

1
2 lγm (t)))

sinh(
1
2 lγm (t))

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= (lL(0)+lR(0))

2 sinh(
1
2 lγm (0))

(
e

1
2

(lL(0)+lR(0))(1 + h1(0)h2(0))(1 + h3(0)h4(0))

+ e
1
2

(lL(0)−lR(0))h1(0)h4(0) + e
1
2

(lR(0)−lL(0))h2(0)h3(0) + e−
1
2

(lL(0)+lR(0))
)

(∗)

+ e
1
2 (lL(0)+lR(0))

sinh(
1
2 lγm (0))

(
(h′1(0)h2(0) + h1(0)h′2(0))(1 + h3(0)h4(0))

+ (1 + h1(0)h2(0))(h′3(0)h4(0) + h3(0)h′4(0))

+ e−l
R(0)(h′1(0)h4(0) + h1(0)h′4(0)) + e−l

L(0)(h′2(0)h3(0) + h2(0)h′3(0))

− lL(0)e−l
L(0)h2(0)h3(0)− lR(0)e−l

R(0)h1(0)h4(0)

−(lL(0) + lR(0))e−(lL(0)+lR(0))
)

(∗∗) .

The terms in the first two lines (*) in the above expression are posi-
tive, whereas the remaining lines (**) are all negative (since h′j(0) < 0).

In fact, the total sum of the terms (*) is precisely equal to (lL(0) +
lR(0))coth(1

2 lγm(0)) > lL(0) + lR(0). On the other hand, by the trian-

gle inequality, the difference between lL(0) + lR(0) and lγm(0) is less than
h1(0) + h2(0) + h3(0) + h4(0). Moreover, recall from Eq. (25) that

h1(0) =
e−d1(0) + e−d2(0)

1− e−lγm (0)
.

As m→∞, both d1(0) and d2(0) grow linearly with order O(m`α(x)) from
the m Dehn-twists around α, and we see therefore that h1(0) behaves as

O(e−m`α(x)) as m → ∞. This order of growth with respect to increasing
m holds for all four hj(0) terms. One immediate consequence is that for m
sufficiently large,

(lL(0) + lR(0))coth(1
2 lγm(0)) + ε

2 > lL(0) + lR(0) + ε
2 > lγm(0).(27)

Let us now turn to the terms in (**): the linear growth of dj with respect

to m ensures that h′1(0), as given by Eq. (26), behaves as O(me−m`α(x)). By
symmetry, so too do all four h′j(0) terms. This, coupled with the fact that

e
1
2 (lL(0)+lR(0))

sinh(
1
2 lγm (0))

→ 1 as m→∞,

means that the dominant term in the (**) summands is of order

O(me−m`α(x)), and this too shrinks to 0 as m → ∞. Therefore, for suffi-
ciently large m, ε

2 suffices to cover the total negativity of the red summands.
We have therefore shown that for sufficiently large m,

vΛ+(`γm) + ε = the sum of (∗) + ε
2 + the sum of (∗∗) + ε

2 > `γm(0) := `γm(x),

as desired. �
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Remark 4.10. By symmetry, Lemma 4.9 tells us that there are no Thurston
norm unit vectors w ∈ Sx ( TxT(S) such that of the following conditions
are all satisfied

(1) w(`α) = vΛ−(`α) = `α(x), where `α : T(S) → R is the hyperbolic
length function for α;

(2) for each j = 1, 2, 3, 4, w(`βj ) = vΛ−(`βj ) = `βj (x);
(3) w(τα) < vΛ−(τα), where τα : T(S) → R is a Fenchel–Nielsen twist

function for α.

In particular, this follows directly from Lemma 4.9 by taking α−1 as input
instead of α.

Definition 4.11 (twist width). We refer to (vΛ+ − vΛ−)(τα) as the twist
width of α with respect to β1, β2, β3, β4.

Lemma 4.12. The twist width of α with respect to β1, β2, β3, β4 is well-
defined, i.e., it does not depend on the choice of twist coordinate τα or how
one chooses to extend λ± to Λ±.

Proof. Any two choices of Fenchel–Nielsen twist coordinates for α differ up
to addition by some analytic function on Teichmüller space. The derivative
of this function is cancelled out when taking the difference between vΛ+ and
vΛ− and hence renders twist width unaffected by the choice of the twist
coordinate.

Next, we observe that Lemma 4.9 tells us that for any complete extension
Λ+, setting

N :=Nx([α+ β1 + β2 + β3 + β4])

= {v ∈ Sx | ιx([α+ β1 + β2 + β3 + β4])(v) = ‖v‖Th} ,

we have

vΛ+(τα) = max
w∈N

w(τα),

and hence the value of vΛ+(τα) is independent of the choice of extension
from λ+ to Λ+. Likewise, Remark 4.10 tells us that

vΛ−(τα) = min
w∈N

w(τα),

and hence is also independent. Therefore, the twist width (vΛ+ − vΛ−)(τα)
is independent of the extension of λ± to Λ±, and is well-defined. �

Definition 4.13 (ε-slender pairs of pants). For a pair of pants P , denote the
ε-neighbourhood of ∂P by B(∂P, ε). For ε > 0, we say that P is ε-slender if
and only if P \B(∂P, ε) consists of two connected components, each of which
is either a hypercycle-bounded punctured monogon or triangle (see Fig. 15).
We further say that a sequence {Pi}i∈N of pairs of pants is asymptotically
slender if and only if for every ε > 0, there is some index Iε ∈ N such that
Pi is ε-slender for all i > Iε.
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Figure 15. The four types of ε-slender pairs of pants.

Lemma 4.14. Consider an asymptotically slender sequence of pairs of pants
{Pi}i∈N and denote their boundaries as a union of (possibly length 0) curves
∂Pi = αi ∪ βi ∪ γi. Then,

lim
i→+∞

min {|`αi − `βi − `γi | , |`αi − `βi + `γi | , |`αi + `βi − `γi |} = +∞.

Proof. For each pair of pants Pi, let σαi , σβi and σγi respectively denote the
(simple) orthogeodesics on Pi which respectively go between αi and αi, βi
and γi. By taking the endpoints of σβi and σγi and consistently dragging
them around αi, βi and γi in one of the two directions and straightening
out the resulting paths to geodesics, we obtain (up to) eight complete lam-
inations of Pi. Denote the shearing parameters for the respective bi-infinite
geodesics obtained from σαi , σβi and σγi by sαi , sβi and sγi . For either
of the two choices of spiralling direction for αi, there are four possibili-
ties for spiralling directions for the βi, γi pair. Invoking well known-results
relating shearing parameters and lengths of closed geodesics (see e.g. [2,
Section 2.3.1]), we see that there are four possible values for the shearing
coordinate corresponding to |sαi | depending on spiralling, i.e.,

1
2 |`αi + `βi + `γi |, 1

2 |`αi − `βi − `γi |,
1
2 |`αi − `βi + `γi |, and 1

2 |`αi + `βi − `γi |.
We wish to show that the latter three absolute shearing coordinate values
tend to infinity as i→ +∞ (the first value blows up as a consequence).

Let λi be an arbitrary complete geodesic lamination obtained by taking
σαi , σβi and σγi and dragging their ends around each of the boundaries of
Pi in a consistent manner. For small ε > 0, the two ideal triangles in Pi \ λi
approximately agree with the two components of Pi\B(∂Pi, ε), and hence the
centre of mass for the two central stable triangles lie in distinct components
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of Pi \ B(∂Pi, ε). See Fig. 15 for a list of all possible configurations (up
to permuting αi, βi and γi) for how these central stable triangles can be
positioned relative to each other. We show that these central stable triangles
may be set to be arbitrarily far apart as i → +∞ and hence obtain that
|sαi | → +∞. Roughly speaking, for any L > 0, take ε′ > 0 sufficiently small
so that the distance between the central stable triangle and the ε′-thin part
of each ideal triangle in Pi \λi is substantially larger than L. For any ε > 0,
the condition of ε-slenderness ensures that for i > Iε, the two components
of P \B(∂P, ε) are separated by one or two orthogeodesics shorter than 2ε.
Taking ε small enough separates the bulk of the ε′-thick portion of each ideal
triangle in Pi\λi from each other, thereby ensuring that the distance between
their central stable triangles is at least 2L, and hence that |sαi | > L. �

Theorem 4.15 (shrinking twist widths). Consider a sequence of collec-
tions of curves {αi, βLi , γLi , βRi , γRi }i∈N such that each of the two sequences
{αi, βLi , γLi }i∈N and {αi, βRi , γRi }i∈N constitutes the boundary geodesics for
an asymptotically slender sequence of pairs of pants on (S, x). Then the
twist width of αi with respect to βLi , γ

L
i , β

R
i , γ

R
i tends to 0.

Proof. Take two sequences of complete geodesic laminations {Λ+,i}i∈N
and {Λ−,i}i∈N satisfying the conditions of the maximal twist lemma
(Lemma 4.9). Our goal is to show that

lim
i→∞

(vΛ+,i − vΛ−,i)(ταi) = 0.

To begin with, we know from Lemma 3.5 that (vΛ+,i−vΛ−,i)(ταi) at x ∈ T(S)
is a linear combination of derivatives (with respect to t) of

• type one terms

log(1− e−et`γS (x))− et log(1− e−`γS (x)), and

• type two terms

et log
(

1 + e−s1(x) + e−(s1(x)+s2(x)) + e−(s1(x)+s2(x)+s3(x))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
ts1(x) + e−e

t(s1(x)+s2(x)) + e−e
t(s1(x)+s2(x)+s3(x))

)
.

The condition that {αi, βLi , γLi } and {αi, βRi , γRi } are ε-slender for sufficiently
high i tells us that `αi → +∞. Otherwise, there is a subsequence of {`αi}
which converges to something finite, and the only way that this is compatible
with the definition of asymptotically slenderness is if `αi → 0. Due to the
discreteness of the (simple) length spectrum of (S, x), this can only happen
if `αi eventually equals 0. However, this then contradicts αi being an interior
geodesic rather than a boundary cusp.

Now employing the newly established fact that `αi → +∞, we see that
the derivatives of the first type, which take the form

`αie
−`αi

1− e−`αi
− log(1− e−`αi ),(28)
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necessarily tend to 0 as i→ +∞.

We next consider terms of the second type. To begin with, we showed in
the proof of Lemma 4.12 that we may use

(1) any choice of Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameter ταi for αi, provided
that we are consistent in setting this choice for computing both
vΛ+,i(ταi) and vΛ−,i(ταi), and

(2) any choice of extension of λ±,i to Λ±,i, provided that Λ±,i is complete
and contains λ±,i and βLi , γ

L
i , β

R
i , γ

R
i .

Figure 16. The orange segment depicted measures the
Fenchel Nielsen twist parameter τ = ταi for αi.

For our purposes, we take a Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameter to go be-
tween the attractive fixed points of βLi and of βRi (see Fig. 16) when dealing
with Λ+,i and to be a Fenchel–Nielsen twist parameter between the attrac-
tive fixed points of γLi and of γRi when dealing with Λ−,i (this is to ensure
some symmetry which simplifies the analysis). We work with the “left” pair
of pants bordered by αi, β

L
i , γ

L
i , the right pair of pants is similarly dealt

with. Choose the extension of λ±,i to Λ±,i as in Fig. 17. Then,

sL+,2 = `γLi
, sL+,4 = `βLi

, sL+,1 = sL+,3 = 1
2(`αi − `βLi − `γLi ), and

sL−,2 = −`γLi , sL−,4 = −`βLi , sL−,1 = sL−,3 = 1
2(`αi + `βLi

+ `γLi
),

where s±,k denotes the shearing coordinate for the ideal geodesic shared by
the k-th and the (k + 1)-th ideal triangle in the complement of Λ±,i.
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We first analyse the Λ−,i case. For Λ−,i (see Fig. 17), the shearing coor-
dinates in question correspond to

sL−,1 = 1
2(`αi + `βLi

+ `γLi
),

sL−,1 + sL−,2 = 1
2(`αi − `βLi + `γLi

),

sL−,1 + sL−,2 + sL−,3 = `αi + `γLi
.

Figure 17. A depiction of the shearing parameters sL±,j and

sR±,j for Λ+,i (left) and Λ−,i (right).

Both sL−,1 and sL−,1 + sL−,2 + sL−,3 are positive and tend to +∞ (because

`αi → +∞). By Lemma 4.14, the absolute value of sL−,1 + sL−,2 tends to ∞
as i → +∞. If sL−,1 + sL−,2 is positive, then the derivative of the type two
terms for Λ−,i takes the form

log
(

1 + e−s
L
−,1 + e−(sL−,1+sL−,2) + e−(sL−,1+sL−,2+sL−,3)

)
+
sL−,1e

−sL−,1 + (sL−,1 + sL−,2)e−(sL−,1+sL−,2) + (sL−,1 + sL−,2 + sL−,3)e−(sL−,1+sL−,2+sL−,3)

1 + e−s
L
−,1 + e−(sL−,1+sL−,2) + e−(sL−,1+sL−,2+sL−,3)

,

(29)

and sL−,1, s
L
−,1 + sL−,2 and sL−,1 + sL−,2 + sL−,3 blow up.

If sL−,1 + sL−,2 is negative, then by dividing the inside of the logarithm of

both terms by e−(sL−,1+sL−,2), the type two terms take the form

et log
(

1 + e−(sL−,1−(sL−,1+sL−,2)) + e(sL−,1+sL−,2) + e−((sL−,1+sL−,2+sL−,3)−(sL−,1+sL−,2))
)

− log
(

1 + e−e
t(sL−,1−(sL−,1+sL−,2)) + ee

t(sL−,1+sL−,2) + e−e
t((sL−,1+sL−,2+sL−,3)−(sL−,1+sL−,2))

)
,

(30)
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and note that (sL−,1 − (sL−,1 + sL−,2)),−(sL−,1 + sL−,2), ((sL−,1 + sL−,2 + sL−,3) −
(sL−,1 + sL−,2)) all blow up as the index increases. Thus, the derivative of the
type two terms may always be written in the form

log
(
1 + e−u + e−v + e−w

)
+
ue−u + ve−v + we−w

1 + e−u + e−v + e−w
,(31)

for u, v, w which blow up as i → +∞, and hence this derivative term also
tends to 0.

We finally consider the Λ+,i case, which is somewhat more delicate than
the Λ−,i scenario. Our present goal is to show also in this setting that the
derivative of the type two terms tends to 0. Fig. 17 tells us that

sL+,1 = 1
2(`αi − `βLi − `γLi ),

sL+,1 + sL+,2 = 1
2(`αi − `βLi + `γLi

),

sL+,1 + sL+,2 + sL+,3 = `αi − `βLi .

It is possible for any of these terms to be positive or negative, and so we
invoke Lemma 4.14 to assert that precisely one of the following options holds
for i� 1:

I. `αi � `βLi
+ `γLi

;

II. `βLi
� `αi + `γLi

;

III. `γLi
� `αi + `βLi

;

IV. `αi � `βLi
+ `γLi

, `βLi
� `αi + `γLi

, and `γLi
� `αi + `βLi

,

and to hence deal with this problem on a case-by-case basis.

For Case I, we leave the expression for the type two terms unchanged.
Since all three sums sL+,1, sL+,1 + sL+,2 and sL+,1 + sL+,2 + sL+,3 tend to +∞ as

i → +∞, which leads to Eq. (29), with the −-signs changed to +, tending
to 0.

For Case II, by letting the inside of the logarithm of both terms be mul-

tiplied by e
`αi−`βL

i , the type two terms are re-expressed as:

et log

(
1 + e

−1
2 (`

βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)

+ e
−1

2 (`
βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)−`

γL
i + e

−(`
βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)−`

γL
i

)
− log

(
1 + e

− e
t

2 (`
βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)

+ e
− e

t

2 (`
βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)−et`

γL
i + e

−et(`
βL
i
−`αi−`γL

i
)−et`

γL
i

)
.

As before, this is expressed in the form of Eq. (31) with u, v, w → +∞ as
i→ +∞, and hence the t = 0 derivative of this term tends to 0 as i→ +∞.
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For Case III, we likewise re-express the type two terms as:

et log

(
1 + e

−1
2 (`

γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−`

βL
i + e

−1
2 (`

γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−(`αi+`βL

i
)

+ e
−(`

γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−(`αi+`βL

i
)
)

− log

(
1 + e

− e
t

2 (`
γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−et`

βL
i + e

− e
t

2 (`
γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−et(`αi+`βL

i
)

+ e
−et(`

γL
i
−`αi−`βL

i
)−et(`αi+`βL

i
)

)
.

This again suffices to ensure that the t = 0 derivative of this term tends to
0 as i→ +∞.

Finally, for Case IV, we re-express the type two terms as:

et log

(
1 + e

−1
2 (`

βL
i

+`
γL
i
−`αi ) + e

−1
2 ((`αi+`γL

i
−`

βL
i

)−(`
βL
i

+`
γL
i
−`αi )) + e

−1
2 (`αi+`γL

i
−`

βL
i

)
)

− log

(
1 + e

− e
t

2 (`
βL
i

+`
γL
i
−`αi ) + e

− e
t

2 ((`αi+`γL
i
−`

βL
i

)−(`
βL
i

+`
γL
i
−`αi )) + e

− e
t

2 (`αi+`γL
i
−`

βL
i

)

)
.

And this again suffices to ensure that the t = 0 derivative of this term tends
to 0 as i→ +∞.

We therefore see that all the type one and type two terms associated with
the left pair of pants tend to 0. By symmetry, this is true also for the terms
associated with the right pair of pants. Therefore, the twist width of αi with
respect to βLi , γ

L
i , β

R
i , γ

R
i tends to 0. �

5. The geometry of convex bodies

Our basic setup for this section is the following. Consider a compact
convex subset D ( V of an m-dimensional vector space V. Since D is
compact and convex, it is homeomorphic to a closed ball of dimension less
than or equal to m. In particular, D is a closed m-ball if and only if it has
non-empty interior in V.

In this section, we shall introduce several geometric/combinatorial struc-
tures associated with points on the boundary of the convex set D. These
include notions such as dimension, face-dimension, adherence, adherence-
dimension, codimension and a few others. These concepts apply to all com-
pact convex bodies in finite dimensional vector spaces, and may be of general
interest. We later apply them to points in S∗x := ιx(PML(S)) ( T ∗xT(S) and
its dual unit sphere in the tangent space, thereby laying the groundwork for
establishing topological rigidity, Theorem 1.8. At the same time, we shall
recall some classical notions from convexity theory. We start by recalling
the important notion of support hyperplane for the convex set D.

Definition 5.1 (support hyperplane). For a point P in the boundary ∂D of
a convex subset D ( V, an affine hyperplane π ⊂ V is a support hyperplane
to ∂D at P if the following hold:

• π contains P and
• one of the two closed half-spaces bounded by π contains all of D.
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5.1. Dimension and faces.

Definition 5.2 (dimension of a point). For any point P on ∂D, let AP
denote a maximal-dimensional affine subspace of V such that P is contained
in the interior of the set AP ∩ ∂D, where the latter is regarded as a subset
of AP (endowed with the standard topology on affine subspaces). We define
the dimension of P (with respect to ∂D) as the dimension of AP :

dim∂D(P ) := dimAP .

Remark 5.3 (Example). Consider the convex body D = [0, 2]× [0, 2] ⊂ R2.
We first note (somewhat trivially) that the dimension of any point on ∂D
must be strictly less than 2 as they are not in the interior of D. For the point
P = (0, 1), the y-axis {x = 0} is a 1-dimensional (affine) subspace such that
the intersection {x = 0}∩∂D is a closed interval containing P as an interior
point and hence dim∂D(P ) = 1. For Q = (0, 0), the intersection L ∩ ∂D of
every line L through Q, besides the x and y axes, with ∂D is simply equal to
{Q}, which is a nowhere-dense subset of L. The two exceptional lines which
pass through Q are the x and y axes, and their intersections with ∂D is a
closed interval having Q as a boundary (and non-interior) point. Therefore,
Q has dimension strictly less than 1, i.e., dim∂D(Q) = 0.

Lemma 5.4 (alternative formulation of dimension). Definition 5.2 may be
alternatively, and equivalently, formulated by replacing AP ∩∂D with AP ∩D
in the statement of this definition.

Proof. Let A denote a maximal-dimensional affine subspace of V such that
P is contained in the interior of the set A∩∂D, where the latter is regarded
as a subset of A. We first note that, by definition, there is an open ball B
in A so that

P ∈ B ⊂ A ∩ ∂D ⊆ A ∩D,
and P is an interior point of A ∩ D (regarded as a subset A). Hence the
notion of dimension defined as in Definition 5.2 is less than or equal to the
alternative proposed here.

Conversely, consider any maximal-dimensional affine subspace A′ contain-
ing P as an interior point of A′ ∩ D, with A′ ∩ D topologised as a subset
of A′. This means that there is some open ball B′ ⊂ A′ ∩ D in A′ con-
taining P . The existence of a supporting hyperplane to D at P ∈ ∂D
asserts that there is some linear function w∗ : V→ R such that P ∈ kerw∗

and the interior of D is a subset of the preimage (w∗)−1((0,+∞)). This in
turn implies that either A′ ∩ D = A′ ∩ ∂D, or A′ ∩ D contains an interior
point Q ∈ D \ ∂D of D, and hence Q is not an element of the closed affine
half-space (w∗)−1((−∞, 0]). This means that P lies in the affine half-space
(w∗)−1((−∞, 0])∩A′ but Q does not, thereby indicating that P is a bound-
ary point of A′ ∩D. This contradicts the original assumption that P is an
interior point of A′∩D, and hence excludes the latter possibility. Therefore,
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we have P ∈ B′ ⊂ A′ ∩ D = A′ ∩ ∂D, and we see that the two notions of
dimension are equal. �

Definition 5.5 (face for a point). Given a point P ∈ ∂D, we refer to the
intersection AP ∩ ∂D of any affine subspace AP (constructed as in Defini-
tion 5.2) with ∂D as a face (of ∂D) for P ∈ ∂D.

• The dimension of the face AP ∩ ∂D is defined to be the dimension
of AP .
• We refer to the collection of faces AP ∩ ∂D for P ∈ ∂D as the

collection of faces on ∂D.
• We refer to any face that is a subset of another face as a subface.
• For each face F of ∂D, we call the subset of points in F which have

an open-ball neighbourhood (with respect to the topology induced
on the face) contained in F , the interior of the face.

We next show that the above notion of a face is equivalent to the one
found in convex geometry literature (see, e.g., [27, p. 162]):

Definition 5.6 (face). A convex subset F ⊂ D is called a face of D if and
only if for every x ∈ F and every y, z ∈ D such that x lies on the open
interval between y and z, we have y, z ∈ F .

We shall show that the two notions are equivalent if we ignore the spe-
cial case where F = D, which is permitted under Definition 5.6 but not
Definition 5.5.

Proof that the two notions of faces agree. Consider a face F ⊂ ∂D in the
sense of Definition 5.5, and let P ∈ F be an interior point of F . We assume
(for proof by contradiction) that F is not a face in the classical sense (Defi-
nition 5.6) and so there is some x ∈ F and y, z ∈ D such that x lies on the
open interval between y and z, but y, z /∈ F . Note that it is impossible to
have y ∈ F and z /∈ F (or z ∈ F and y /∈ F ) because the fact that x lies on
the line joining y and z would then mean that z lies on a line generated by
two elements of F and hence would lie on the affine space A generated by
F and hence would lie in F = A ∩D.

Suppose that neither y nor z is contained in F . Then the convex hull of
F ∪ {y, z} is strictly larger than F . Let A′ be the affine space generated by
(the convex hull of) F ∪ {y, z}. Then, A′ ) A and hence A′ has dimension
strictly greater than A by 1 (as the line joining y and z transverse to F
is only 1-dimensional). This in turn means that the convex hull of F ∪
{y, z} is a closed ball of one dimension higher than F , and hence A′ ∩ D,
which necessary contains the convex hull of F ∪ {y, z} must have the same
dimension as A′. In particular, P must be an interior point of A′ ∩ D (or
it would be a boundary point of F , thereby contradicting Definition 5.5).
This contradicts the maximality of A, thereby showing that our assumption
for contradiction is false, and that F must be a face in the classical sense.
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Conversely, given a face F ⊂ D in the classical sense (Definition 5.6)
which is not equal to D itself, let A denote the affine subspace generated
by F . We first note that F is necessarily equal to A ∩ D; for otherwise,
we would be able to produce an interval with one end point based at an
interior point of F and the other point in A ∩D \ F , thereby contradicting
Definition 5.6. Since F is (by definition) convex and closed (a consequence
of the definition), it is a closed ball of the same dimension as A. Let P ∈ F
be an interior point of F , regarded as a subset of A. We need to show that
there is no affine space A′ strictly larger than A such that A′∩D contains P
as an interior point of A′ ∩D, the latter regarded as a subset of A′. If there
is such an affine space A′, then (using the fact that P is such an interior
point) we can find a small interval in A′∩D which has non-empty transverse
intersection with F = A ∩D. This then contradicts the classical definition
Definition 5.6 of a face, and hence A is indeed maximal. Therefore, F is a
face for P , in the sense of Definition 5.5. �

Remark 5.7. It is clear from either Definition 5.5 or Definition 5.6 that
any non-trivial intersection of a collection of faces is itself a face.

Definition 5.8 (exposed face (see, e.g., [27, p. 162])). A set which is the
intersection of D with one of its support hyperplanes (recalled in Defini-
tion 5.1) is called an exposed face.

Remark 5.9. When D is a polytope, the notion of a face is equal to that
of an exposed face. For general convex bodies, this is false: exposed faces
are always faces (see, e.g., [27, p. 162]), but the converse statement is false.
Consider the following example: take D to be the ε-neighbourhood of any
polygon in R2. Then, ∂D is made up of straight edges joined to circular
arcs, and a point at which one joins a straight edge and a circular arc is a
face, but not an exposed face.

We now show that every P ∈ ∂D has a unique associated face for P .
This will form the basis for the next notion of dimension which we wish to
introduce.

Lemma 5.10 (face uniqueness). For every P ∈ ∂D, there is a unique face
for P in the sense of Definition 5.5.

Proof. Let AP and A′P denote affine subspaces of V which satisfy the con-
ditions stated in the alternative formulation of Definition 5.2 as given by
Lemma 5.4. Let A′′P be the convex hull of AP ∪ A′P . This is an affine
subspace, and we now show that A′′P also satisfies the conditions for the
alternative formulation of dimension. We know by assumption that there
exist sets B ⊂ AP ∩ D and B′ ⊂ A′P ∩ D that contain P and are open
subsets respectively in AP and A′P . In particular, we may choose B and B′

to be convex (balls). This means that the convex hull of B ∪B′ is a convex
open ball in A′′P containing P . Furthermore, since D is convex, it contains
necessarily the convex hull of B ∪B′, and hence this convex hull is a subset
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of A′′P ∩D, which is open in A′′P . Since P ∈ B ∪B′ is contained in this open
convex hull, it is an interior point. The maximality of the dimensions of AP
and A′P then implies that AP = A′′P = A′P , therefore yielding the uniqueness
of AP , and hence of the face AP ∩ ∂D = AP ∩D. �

Definition 5.11 (convex stratification). Lemma 5.10 canonically partitions
∂D into the interiors of faces. We refer to this decomposition into strata
(i.e., the interiors of faces) as the convex stratification. Note that the strata
are convex and hence are open cells.

Remark 5.12. The proof of Lemma 5.10 shows that not only is the face for
P unique, but the affine subspace AP containing the face for P is also unique.
In particular, the fact that P is an interior point of AP ∩ ∂D with respect
to the topology on AP implies that AP is the affine subspace generated by
the face for P .

Proposition 5.13. For any convex set C ⊂ ∂D, there exists a unique
smallest face of ∂D containing C.

Proof. Since C is a convex set, its interior, as a subset of ∂D, is a convex
k-dimensional open ball int(C). By Lemma 5.10, for each point P ∈ int(C),
there is a unique associated face obtained as an intersection of the form
AP ∩ ∂D. For a point Q in int(C), by the convexity of int(C), there is a
segment on ∂D with endpoint at Q containing P in its interior. Therefore
by Definition 5.6, Q must be contained in the face of P . Therefore, there is
a unique face FC which is the face of every interior point P ∈ int(C). Since
faces are closed, the face FC must contain all of C. In fact, FC must be the
smallest face of ∂D that contains C as a subset because C contains interior
points of FC , whereas subfaces of FC are necessarily on the boundary (see
Definition 5.6.) �

Remark 5.14. It is possible to prove Proposition 5.13 without invoking
Lemma 5.10. First use the hyperplane separation theorem to show that
there must be some exposed face containing C, and hence show that the set
of faces containing C is a non-empty set. Then take the intersection of all
faces containing C, and show (definitionally) that this intersection is a face.
The advantage of the method provided is that we see that C must contain
interior points of FC .

5.2. Face-dimension. The goal of this subsubsection is to use the unique
association of faces to points established in Lemma 5.10 to introduce a new
notion of dimension for points in ∂D which we call face-dimension (Defini-
tion 5.18).

Definition 5.15 (adherence). We say that a face F of ∂D is adherent to a

face F ′ ⊇ F if for any face F ′′ containing F there is a face F̂ which contains
both F ′ and F ′′ as subfaces. We also introduce the following related notions:

• Each face F is adherent to a unique maximal face (possibly F it-
self, this is justified below). We refer to this maximal face as the
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adherence closure of F . We say that F is adherence-closed if its
adherence closure is the face F itself. Note that adherence closures
are necessarily adherence-closed.
• For an adherence-closed face F , the union of its interior and the

interiors of all subfaces whose adherence closures coincide with F is
called the adherence core of F .
• An adherence-closed face F is said to be adherence complete if it

is the adherence closure of each of its subfaces. See Fig. 18 for an
example.

Proposition 5.16 (adherence closure uniqueness). Every face F has a
unique adherence closure.

Proof. Let F1 and F2 both be adherence closures to F . The fact that F
is adherent to F1 and F2 contains F means that there’s some face in ∂D
containing both F1 and F2. Let F̂ denote the intersection of every face that
contains F1 ∪ F2, and note that F̂ is a face. We show that F is adherent
closed to F̂ . Let F ′ be an arbitary face containing F , then there’s a face F ′′

that contains both F ′ and F1. Since F is adherent to F2, there is a face F ′′′

that contains both F2 and F ′′ and hence F1∪F2∪F ′ ⊂ F ′′′. By construction,
this means that F̂ ⊂ F ′′′ and F ′ ⊂ F ′′′. Having shown that F is adherent
to F̂ , the fact that F1 and F2 are maximal implies that F1 = F̂ = F2. �

Proposition 5.17. The adherence closure F̂ of a face F is adherence-closed.

Proof. Let F denote the adherence closure of F̂ . Consider an arbitrary face

F ′ containing F , and let F ′′ denote a face containing both F ′ and F̂ . Since

F̂ is adherent to F , this means that there is a face F ′′′ containing both F ′′

and F and hence F ′′′ contains both F ′ and F . This shows that F is adherent
to F , and by the maximality of F̂ , we see that F̂ = F , as desired.

�

Definition 5.18 (face-dimension for points). For a point P on ∂D, let F
denote the face for P . We refer to the dimension of the adherence closure
of F as the face-dimension of P , and denote it by Fdim(P ).

The following is immediately obtained from the definition.

Proposition 5.19 (dimension vs. face-dimension). For any point P ∈ ∂D,

Fdim(P ) ≥ dim(P ),

with equality if and only if the face for P is its own adherence closure.

Remark 5.20. It is possible for face-dimension to be strictly greater than
dimension. In the left figure in Fig. 18, each of the two vertices is contained
in a unique edge, and hence each of them is adherent to the edge, and has
face-dimension 1. In the right figure, each vertex has more than one edge
containing it, and is not adherent to either edge. Each of these four vertices
therefore has face-dimension 0.
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Figure 18. Two different examples of 2-dimensional convex
sets, with their 1-dimensional boundaries. The adherence
closure of x is e (left figure), whereas the vertex y is its own
adherence closure (right figure).

5.3. Adherence-dimension.

Definition 5.21 (adherence-dimension for faces). We call a chain of faces

F1 ( F2 ( . . . ( Fk−1 ( Fk

an F-dim ascending chain if the face-dimensions of the {Fi}i=1,...,k are all
distinct, i.e. they are strictly increasing. We also introduce the following
related notions:

• We call an F-dim ascending chain {Fi}i=1,...,k maximal if there is no
other F-dim ascending chain containing {Fi}i=1,...,k which ends with
Fk.
• We define the adherence height of F to be the minimum of the lengths

of maximal F-ascending chains ending with F .
• We define the adherence depth of F to be the minimum of the lengths

of maximal F-ascending chains starting with F .
• We define the adherence-dimension Adim(F ) of F to be the sum of

its adherence height and its adherence depth subtracted by 2.

Remark 5.22. The underlying concept for adherence height, depth and
dimension is motivated by the notion of Krull dimension, and there is a
certain level of flexibility in how they might be defined — for example:
one can choose to take the maximum rather than the minimum length of
maximal F-ascending chains starting/ending with F . Our choice is because

• we need to take the minimum rather than maximum length for ad-
herence height as this is needed for the proof of Theorem 7.4,
• the previous choice leads us to also take the minimum rather than

the maximum length for defining adherence depth, to ensure that
the adherence-dimension of a face F is necessarily greater than or
equal to the adherence-dimensions of the subfaces of F .
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Definition 5.23 (Adherence-dimension for points). We define the
adherence-dimension for a point P ∈ ∂D as the adherence-dimension of
the face F for P . In particular, we denote this by Adim∂D(P ) := Adim(F ).

5.4. Duality and codimension. We have hitherto worked with an arbi-
trary convex ball D ⊂ V, but now consider the setting where ~0 ∈ V is an
interior point of D.

Definition 5.24 (dual ball). Define the convex dual ball D∗ ⊂ V∗ in the
dual space V∗ by

D∗ := {w∗ ∈ V∗ | ∀v ∈ D, w∗(v) ≤ 1}

=

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈D
w∗(v) ≤ 1

}
=

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈∂D
w∗(v) ≤ 1

}
.

We refer to ∂D∗ as the dual sphere to the sphere ∂D, and note that positive
homothety ensures that

∂D∗ =

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈∂D
w∗(v) = 1

}
.

The classical notion of support hyperplane (Definition 5.1) establishes a
geometric relation between the two dual pictures:

Lemma 5.25. Every support hyperplane at P contains the face for P .

Proof. Let AP be the subspace passing through P used to define the face
for P , and A0

P its translate under the translation sending P to ~0, i.e., A0
P :=

AP −P . We claim that any arbitrary support hyperplane π at P necessarily
contains AP . We also consider the translate π0 := π − P of π. We have
only to show that π0 contains A0

P . If not, then there is some vector v ∈
A0
P \ π0, and likewise all of its non-zero multiples are in A0

P but not in π0.
In particular, we may replace v with a small enough scalar multiple so that
both ±v are contained in an open ball around ~0 in F − P = (AP ∩D)− P .
However, this contradicts the assumption of π being a support hyperplane,
for P + v and P − v lie on different sides of π. Therefore, π contains AP ,
hence the face AP ∩D of P . �

We define the codimension for a point P as the dimension of the space
of support hyperplanes at P . To make this precise, we parametrise support
hyperplanes via normal vectors:

Definition 5.26 (normal and positive normal vectors). We say that a non-
zero vector w∗ ∈ V∗ is normal to an affine hyperplane π ⊂ V if for any two
points P,Q ∈ π,

w∗(P −Q) = 0.
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When π is a support hyperplane of a convex subset D ⊂ V, we say that a
dual vector w∗ ∈ V∗ is a positive normal vector to π if w∗ is normal to π
and points to the side of π disjoint from D.

Remark 5.27. Elementary linear algebra tells us that every support hy-
perplane π through P ∈ ∂D takes the form

π = {v ∈ V | w∗(v) = c} , c = w∗(P ),

for some positive normal vector w∗ ∈ V∗. In particular, any two positive
normal vectors to the same hyperplane are positive scalar multiples of each
other and may be uniquely normalised so that c = w∗(P ) = 1.

Definition 5.28 (codimension). For any point P ∈ ∂D, we define:

NP :=

w∗ ∈ V∗
w∗ is positive normal to some
support hyperplane to ∂D at P
and w∗(P ) = 1

 .

We refer to the dimension of NP , as a subset of the (m− 1)-sphere ∂D, as
the codimension of P , and denote it by codim∂D(P ).

Remark 5.29. The above definition essentially defines the codimension of
P as the dimension of the space of support hyperplanes for P , only phrased
in terms of unit normal vectors to these hyperplanes.

Corollary 5.30. For any point P on the boundary ∂D of a convex full-
dimensional subset D ⊂ V, we have

dim∂D(P ) + codim∂D(P ) ≤ dimV− 1.

Proof. We again consider to translate the picture by −P . Lemma 5.25
may be interpreted as saying that any positive normal vector w∗ contains
A0
P := AP − P in its kernel. The rank-nullity theorem tells us that the

space of arbitrary (i.e., not just positive normal) dual vectors which take
the value 0 on A0

P is itself of dimension dimV− dimA0
P = dimV− dimAP ,

and imposing the normalisation condition for positive normal vectors tells
us that NP has dimension at most dimV− dimAP − 1, and hence

codim∂D(P ) = dimNP ≤ dimV− dimAP − 1 = dimV− dim∂D(P )− 1.

�

We conclude this subsection by establishing several properties of the sets
NP in Definition Definition 5.28. We first show that inclusion for the NP

satisfies the following contravariance property:

Lemma 5.31. If F is the face for P ∈ ∂D, i.e., if P is an interior point of
F , then for any Q ∈ F , we have

NP ⊆ NQ ⊂ ∂D∗.
In particular, if P and Q are interior points to the same face F ⊂ ∂D, then

NP = NQ.
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Proof. If a point P ∈ ∂D is contained in the interior of a face F , then any
support hyperplane to ∂D at P is also a support hyperplane to any other
point of the face (e.g. Q ∈ F ). The claims of the lemma immediately follow
from this fact. �

We further see that each NP is actually an exposed face in the dual sphere
for ∂D.

Theorem 5.32. For every P ∈ ∂D, the set NP ⊂ V∗ is an exposed face (see
Definition 5.8) of ∂D∗. In particular, this means that NP is a (non-empty)
convex and compact subset of D∗.

Proof. We first claim that

N ′P :=

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈∂D
w∗(v) = w∗(P ) = 1

}
is equal to NP . To see this, we first note that any w′∗ ∈ N ′P defines an affine
hyperplane of the form{

v ∈ V | w′∗(v) = w′∗(P ) = 1
}
.

The equality supv∈∂D w
′∗(v) = w′∗(P ) means that ∂D (and hence D) lies

on one side of {v ∈ V | w′∗(v) = w′∗(P ) = 1}. Therefore, if w′∗ ∈ N ′P , then
it is a positive normal vector to a support hyperplane of D at P , and hence
N ′P ⊆ NP .

Conversely, given a positive normal vector w∗ ∈ NP , the fact that ∂D lies
on one side of the support hyperplane normal to w∗ tells us that

w∗(P ) ≥ sup
v∈∂D

w∗(v) ≥ w∗(P ), and hence sup
v∈∂D

w∗(v) = w∗(P ).

We also know, from the definition of NP , that w∗(P ) = 1, and hence NP ⊆
N ′P , thereby telling us that NP = N ′P .

We next observe that NP is the intersection of the following hyperplane
(in V∗)

{w∗ ∈ V∗ | w∗(P ) = 1}

and the sphere

∂D∗ =

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈∂D
w∗(v) = 1

}
,

and hence NP is a exposed face of ∂D∗ in V∗. In particular, this is an
intersection of two closed and convex sets, where one is bounded, thus their
intersection is convex and compact. �

Remark 5.33. A consequence of the proof of Theorem 5.32 is that each
NP is expressed as

NP =

{
w∗ ∈ V∗ | sup

v∈∂D
w∗(v) = w∗(P ) = 1

}
.
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This has the interpretation that NP consists of all “unit” dual vectors w∗

that attain their maximal value (on ∂D) at P .

5.5. Linear invariants. The goal of this final subsection is to show that
the concepts we have defined in this section are invariant under invertible
linear maps. To begin with, we point out that the image of a convex set
D ⊂ V under a linear map f : V→W is necessarily convex. Moreover, if f
is invertible, then the boundary of D maps to the boundary of f(D):

f(∂D) = ∂f(D) ⊂W.

Theorem 5.34 (linear invariants). Consider an invertible linear map
f : V→W. For every point P ∈ ∂D,

(1) f maps the face for P on ∂D to the face for f(P ) on ∂f(D), and
hence takes the convex stratification structure on ∂D to the convex
stratification on ∂f(D);

(2) the dimension of P is a linear invariant:

dim∂D(P ) = dim∂f(D)(f(P ));

(3) the relation of adherence is preserved under f ;
(4) the face-dimension of P is a linear invariant:

Fdim∂D(P ) = Fdim∂f(D)(f(P ));

(5) adherence height and adherence depth are linear invariants;
(6) adherence-dimension of P is a linear invariant:

Adim∂D(P ) = Adim∂f(D)(f(P ));

(7) codimension of P is a linear invariant:

codim∂D(P ) = codim∂f(D)(f(P )).

Proof. The classical definition of faces (Definition 5.6) combined with the
fact that f and its inverse takes intervals to intervals imply (1). More
precisely, the linear image of a face F (which is convex) is necessarily convex,
and so we need only verify that for every ξ ∈ f(F ) and η, ζ ∈ f(D) such
that ξ lies on the open interval between η and ζ, both η and ζ lie in f(F ).
In this situation, f−1(ξ) ∈ F lies on the open interval between f−1(η) and
f−1(ζ). Since F is a face, we see that f−1(η), f−1(ζ) ∈ D, and hence η =
f(f−1(η)), ζ = f(f−1(ζ)) ∈ f(D). We see therefore that faces are preserved
under invertible linear transformations, and since f is a homeomorphism,
any interior point P ∈ F is sent to an interior point f(P ) ∈ f(F ). This
suffices to establish (1). The claim (2) then follows immediately from (1).

We next observe that since faces are preserved, if a face F is a subface of
F ′, then f(F ) is a subface of f(F ′). This in turn means that f preserves the
relation of adherence, i.e., the claim (3) is true), and hence the adherence
closure of F is mapped to the adherence closure of f(F ). This yields claim
(4). Furthermore, since adherence is preserved, adherence height, adherence
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depth and adherence-dimension must all be preserved: the claims (5) and
(6) both hold.

Finally, we shall prove that f preserves codimension. By linearity and
invertibility, the map f takes each support hyperplane π at P ∈ V to a
support hyperplane f(π) at f(P ) ∈W, and hence f induces a map from the
face NP ⊂ V∗ to the face Nf(P ) ⊂ W∗. This is in fact a homeomorphism,

with its inverse induced by f−1 taking support hyperplanes at f(P ) to sup-
port hyperplanes at π. Therefore, the dimensions of NP and Nf(P ) agree,
and hence the codimensions of P and f(P ) must be the same, i.e. the claim
(7) is true. �

6. The convex geometry of Thurston metric spheres

We now take the various linear invariants developed in Section 5.5 and
consider them specifically in the context of convex balls associated with the
Thurston metric. In particular, the convex ball D in question will, unless
otherwise stated, be the closed ball bounded by

S∗x := ιx(PML(S)) ⊂ T ∗xT(S).

The theory of convex bodies (Section 5) we have hitherto seen tells us general
properties such as the fact that the dimension of an arbitrary point P =
ιx([λ]) is less than its face-dimension (Proposition 5.19):

dimS∗x(ιx([λ])) ≤ FdimS∗x(ιx([λ])).

We now consider the geometry of S∗x in this specific context, and in par-
ticular establish relationships between the faces on S∗x and the topological
structure of the support of the measured laminations encoded by each face.
We aim to access topological structure from the convex geometry of S∗x, and
one application is in our proofs of the topological rigidity (Section 7.1) of
Thurston norm isometries.

As another example, consider the following reformulation of Lemma 5.31
in this specific context. First recall that

Nx([λ]) := Nιx([λ]) = {v ∈ Sx | ιx([λ])(v) = ‖v‖Th} .

Lemma 6.1. If ιx([λ]) is contained in the interior of a face F , i.e., if F is
the face of ιx([λ]), then for any projective lamination µ with ιx([µ]) ∈ F , we
have

Nx([λ]) ⊆ Nx([µ]) ⊂ TxT(S).

In particular, if ιx([λ]) and ιx([µ]) are in the interior of the same face, then

Nx([λ]) = Nx([µ]) ⊂ TxT(S).

6.1. Minimal supporting surface and support closure. A measured
lamination or a projective lamination is decomposed into components. For
each component, we can think of its minimal supporting surface which we
define as follows:
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We shall use the notion of an incompressible subsurface Σ of S. This is
a surface with boundary embedded in S such that all its boundary compo-
nents are essential simple closed curves. We also regard S itself as being
incompressible.

Definition 6.2 (minimal supporting surface). Let λ a minimal measured
geodesic lamination on S or the projective class of such a lamination. A
minimal supporting surface for λ is an incompressible subsurface Σ of S
containing λ such that for any other incompressible subsurface Σ′ containing
λ, we have Σ ⊂ Σ′ after moving Σ by an isotopy. See Fig. 19 for a depiction.

From the above definition, it follows that the minimal supporting surface
of λ is unique up to isotopy and depends only on |λ|. We now define the
support closure of a measured/projective measured lamination. This will
play an important role later.

Definition 6.3 (support closure). For a measured lamination or a projec-
tive measured lamination λ, we consider the minimal supporting surface of
every component of λ that is not a simple closed curve. We add to |λ| all
boundary components of the minimal supporting surfaces and obtain a ge-
odesic lamination. We call this geodesic lamination the support closure of λ

and denote it by |̂λ| (see Fig. 19).

Figure 19. The subsurface Σ is the minimal supporting sur-

face for |λ|, and |̂λ| is obtained by adding the geodesic rep-
resentative for the boundary curve of Σ to |λ|.

6.2. Faces for measures of equal support. We first establish some new
notation through the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4. Given a measured lamination λ on S, let |λ| denote its support
geodesic lamination. The image, under ιx, of the set of projective measured
laminations with support contained in |λ| is a convex set, and there is a
unique minimal face on S∗x containing this convex set. We denote this face
by F|λ|.
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Proof. Instead of working with projective measured laminations [µ] ∈
PML(S) with support in |λ|, we use a measured lamination representa-

tive µ ∈ ML(S). Since d log `(µ) = d`(µ)
`x(µ) is homogeneous with respect to

µ ∈ ML(S), we assume without loss of generality that µ lies on the unit
sphere of ML(S), i.e., in the subset of ML(S) defined by `x(µ) = 1. We
refer to such measured laminations as unit measured laminations.

For two unit measured laminations λ1 and λ2 whose supports are con-
tained in |λ|, the linear combination

λ3 = tλ1 + (1− t)λ2, for t ∈ [0, 1],

defined by taking the transverse measures, is another unit measured lami-
nation, which satisfies that

ιx([λ3]) = d`(tλ1 + (1− t)λ2)

= td`(λ1) + (1− t)d`(λ2) = tιx([λ1]) + (1− t)ιx([λ2]).

Thus the image, under ιx, of the set of unit measured laminations with
support contained in |λ|, is a convex set. By Proposition 5.13, there is a
unique minimal face of S∗x containing this convex set. �

The following lemmas make use of the notation which we introduced in
Lemma 6.4, and illustrate some first applications of the notion of support
closure (see Definition 6.3). They are key lemmas which will feature in the
proofs of results to come in subsequent subsections.

Lemma 6.5. A recurrent geodesic lamination ξ has non-empty transverse
intersection with |λ| if and only if it has non-empty transverse intersection

with |̂λ|.

Proof. One direction is obvious, and we need only show that if ξ has

nonempty transverse intersection with |̂λ|, then it also has nonempty trans-

verse intersection with |λ|. Assume the contrary. Then, first recall that |̂λ|
differs from |λ| by a collection of simple closed geodesics which themselves
serve as the boundary of some minimal supporting surface Σ. The fact that

ξ has nonempty intersection with |̂λ| and not |λ|, combined with the fact
that ξ is supported by some recurrent train-track means that there must be
some geodesic arc α in ξ ∩ Σ that starts and ends on the boundary of Σ.
Moreover, such a geodesic arc α cannot be homotopic to a boundary arc
of Σ as that would form a geodesically bordered hyperbolic bigon. This in
turn contradicts the fact that Σ is a minimal supporting surface of ξ, as a
component of Σ \ α retracts onto a surface which supports ξ, but Σ cannot
be homotoped into Σ \ α. �

Lemma 6.6 (non-transversality). Suppose that ιx([λ]) is contained in the

face for ιx([µ]). Then |µ| and |̂λ| cannot have non-empty transverse inter-
section.
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Proof. Assume that |µ| and |̂λ| have non-empty transverse intersection.
Then by Lemma 6.5, so do |µ| and |λ|. We consider a complete geodesic
lamination ν containing |µ|. The stretch map along ν on (S, x) ∈ T(S) de-
fines an stretch vector vν ∈ Nx([µ]) ⊂ TxT(S). By Lemma 6.1, the vector
vν is contained in Nx([µ′]) for any point ιx([µ′]) ∈ F|µ| (see Lemma 6.4),
and hence in particular we have vν ∈ Nx([λ]). However, this is impossible
because the infinitesimal Thurston stretch map along ν maximally stretches
precisely the laminations which lie in ν (this fact is asserted in [30, The-
orem 5.1], see Lemma 4.2 for a sketch-of-proof and Remark 2.5 for some
discussion), whereas ν has non-empty transverse intersection with |λ| (see
Lemma 6.5) and hence vν cannot maximally stretch [λ]. �

Theorem 6.7 (faces for measures of equal support). Let [λ] ∈ PML(S) be
a projective measured lamination with support |λ|. Then, the face F|λ| ⊂
T ∗xT(S) is an exposed face consisting of precisely the set of ιx images of
projective measured laminations with support contained in |λ|. In particular,
the interior of F|λ| consists only of ιx-images of projective laminations having
support equal to |λ|.

Proof. Since (S, x) \ |λ| is a bordered hyperbolic surface, we may endow
(S, x) \ |λ| with a finite geodesic lamination with no closed geodesic leaves.
In particular, adding this lamination to |λ| yields a complete geodesic lami-
nation ξ on (S, x) which can only support measured laminations on sublam-
inations of |λ| ⊂ ξ. The stretch vector vξ ∈ Sx ⊂ TxT(S) defines a support
hyperplane of the form:

πξ =

{
w∗ ∈ T ∗xT(S) | sup

v∈Sx
w∗(v) = w∗(vξ) = 1

}
.

We first observe that the ιx image of every projective measured lamination
supported on |λ| lies in this support hyperplane because vξ stretches along
|λ|. Also, the minimality of the face F|λ| ensures that it is a subset of the
exposed face πξ ∩ S∗x.

Conversely, Lemma 4.2 and the fact that |λ| is the largest possible (trans-
verse) measure supporting sublamination of ξ implies that πξ ∩S∗x can only
contain ιx-images of projective measured laminations with support con-
tained in |λ|. This also shows that F|λ| = πξ ∩ S∗x, and that F|λ| is an
exposed face as claimed since πξ is a support hyperplane.

To finish the proof, we show that the interior points of F|λ| consist only of
ιx-images of projective measured laminations whose supports are precisely
equal to |λ|. Consider a projective lamination [µ] such that ιx([µ]) is an
interior point for F|λ| = πξ ∩S∗x. We have shown that |µ| ⊆ |λ|, and we now
suppose that |µ| is contained in |λ| as a proper subset. Since ιx([µ]) is an
interior point and ιx([λ]) lies in F|λ|, Lemma 6.1 tells us that

Nx([µ]) = Nx([λ]).(32)
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Now take ξ to be a complete lamination containing |µ| that intersects |λ| \
|µ| transversely. The stretch vector vξ, with respect to ξ, is contained in
Nx([µ]), but not in Nx([λ]) as ξ intersects |λ| transversely (Lemma 4.2).
This contradicts Eq. (32), and hence |µ| cannot be a proper subset of |λ|
and must instead be equal to |λ|. �

Remark 6.8. Theorem 6.7 claims that every interior point corresponds to
a projective lamination whose support is |λ|, but it does not say that every
lamination whose support is precisely |λ| is mapped into the interior of F|λ|.

Corollary 6.9. For two arbitrary projective laminations [λ], [µ] ∈ PML(S),

|µ| ( |λ| if and only if F|µ| ( F|λ|.

Corollary 6.10. The dimension of ιx([λ]) is at most equal to the dimension
of the cone of transverse measures on |λ| subtracted by 1.

Corollary 6.11. Given an arbitrary point ιx([λ]) ∈ S∗x, then the dimension
dimS∗x(ιx([λ])) satisfies

dimS∗x(ιx([λ])) ≤ 3g − 4 + n.

Proof. By Theorem 6.7, the face of ιx([λ]) is an affine image of the space of
projective transverse measures on |λ|. The dimension of the latter space is
bounded by 3g − 4 + n as is shown in [23, Corollaire, p. 133]. �

Remark 6.12. The upperbound on dimension definitionally bounds the
face-dimension of every ιx([λ]) above by 3g − 4 + n.

Corollary 6.13 (embedded curve complex). The convex stratification of S∗x
contains the curve complex for S as a subcomplex. We denote this subcom-
plex as C∗x.

Proof. Following Theorem 6.7, we have a complete topological description
of the face of ιx([Γ]) for an arbitrary projective multicurve [Γ]: when |Γ| is
comprised of k simple closed geodesics, the face of ιx([Γ]) is a k− 1 simplex
whose boundary consists of lower-dimensional simplices corresponding to
the faces of projective weighted multicurves supported on a proper subset of
closed geodesics in |Γ|. This is precisely a geometric realisation of the curve
complex, and we denote it by C∗x. �

Corollary 6.14. For any projectively weighted multicurve with k compo-
nents [Γ] ∈ PML(S), the dimension of ιx([Γ]) is k − 1.

Corollary 6.15 (contravariant labelling). For two arbitrary projective mul-
ticurves [Γ1], [Γ2] ∈ PML(S), denote their respective supports by |Γ1| and
|Γ2|. Then,

|Γ1| ⊆ |Γ2| if and only if Nx([Γ2]) ⊆ Nx([Γ1]),(33)

with equality on the left if and only if we have equality on the right.
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Proof. Since [Γ1] and [Γ2] are projective multicurves, the points ιx([Γ1]) and
ιx([Γ2]) respectivly lie in the interior of F|Γ1| and F|Γ2|. Therefore, |Γ1| ⊆ |Γ2|
if and only if ιx([Γ1]) is contained in the face F of ιx([Γ2]). Lemma 6.1 then
yields the desired result. �

6.3. Closure correspondence.

Theorem 6.16 (closure correspondence). Let x be a fixed hyperbolic struc-

ture on S, and consider a projective lamination [λ] with support |λ|. Let F̂
be the adherence closure of the face F for ιx([λ]). Then the following hold:

(a) The face F̂ is equal to the (exposed) face F|̂λ| consisting of the images

of all projective laminations whose supports are contained in |̂λ|.
(b) The interior points of F̂ are ιx-images of projective laminations with

support equal to |̂λ|.
(c) The ιx-image of the set of all projective laminations whose support clo-

sures are |̂λ| coincides with the adherence core of F̂ .

Proof. We shall show that the adherence closure F̂ of F coincides with F|̂λ|.

The fact that F|̂λ| is an exposed face, i.e., that it is the intersection of

a hyperplane and S∗x (see Theorem 6.7), which contains ιx([λ]), combined
with Lemma 5.25 ensures that F is a subface of F|̂λ|. We first show that

F is adherent to F ′ := F|̂λ|. Suppose that another face F ′′ contains F as

a subface, and take ιx([µ]) in the interior of F ′′. There are three mutually

exclusive possibilities covering all options for the relationship between |̂λ|
and [µ]:

(1) |̂λ| has nonempty transverse intersection with |µ|;
(2) |̂λ| has no nonempty transverse intersection with |µ|, but |̂λ| \ |µ| 6= ∅;
(3) |̂λ| is properly contained in |µ|.

Case (1): If |µ| intersects |̂λ| transversely, then we take a complete geodesic
lamination ξ containing |µ| and consider the stretch vector vξ along ξ. Since
ιx([λ]) ∈ F ⊂ F ′′ and F ′′ contains ιx([µ]) in its interior, Lemma 6.1 implies
that

vξ ∈ Nx([µ]) ⊂ Nx([λ]).

Lemma 6.5 further tells us that |µ| has non-empty transverse intersection
with |λ|, and hence ξ has non-empty transverse intersection with |λ|. This
then contradicts the non-transversality lemma (Lemma 6.6) and renders
Case (1) impossible.

Case (2): Next suppose that |̂λ|\|µ| 6= ∅. We choose a complete lamination

ξ containing |µ| which intersects |̂λ| transversely and repeating the argument
for Case (1), albeit without needing to invoke Lemma 6.5 as ξ already has
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non-empty transverse intersection with |λ|, we also get a contradiction for
Case (2).

Case (3): The only remaining case is when |̂λ| is a proper subset of |µ|.
Take a unit measured lamination λ′ such that ιx([λ′]) is contained in the

interior of F|̂λ|, and note that Theorem 6.7 tells us that |λ′| = |̂λ|. Since

both λ′ and µ are measured laminations, their supports are both unions
of their minimal components. Therefore, we have a decomposition of µ
(assumed to be a unit measured lamination) into disjoint sublaminations

µ1 t µ2 such that |µ1| = |λ′| = |̂λ|. Since |µ| contains |λ′| = |̂λ|, we can
define a path of unit measured lamination tλ′+ (1− t)µ, for t ∈ [0, 1], which
is mapped to an affine segment on S∗x connecting ιx([µ]) with ιx([λ′]). Since

|tλ′ + (1 − t)µ| ⊂ |µ1| ∪ |µ| = |µ|, the path is contained in F|µ|. Taking F̂

(in Definition 5.15) to be F|µ|, the face F̂ contains both F ′ = F|̂λ| and F ′′,

hence F satisfies the conditions for adherence to F ′ = F|̂λ|.

We next show that F|̂λ| is maximal among the faces to which F is adherent.

If F is adherent to F ′ ⊇ F|̂λ|, then for any interior point ιx([µ]) ∈ F ′, our

arguments for Cases (1) and (2) show that |µ| necessarily contains |̂λ| as

a subset. We first consider the possibility that |̂λ| ( |µ|. Then there is a

measured lamination ν whose support contains |̂λ| as a sublamination and
which intersects µ transversely. Let F ′′ = F|ν|, then Theorem 6.7 tells us
that F ′′ ⊃ F|̂λ|. Since F|̂λ| contains F as was explained at the beginning

of the proof, F is a subface of F ′′. On the other hand, since |µ| and |ν|
have non-empty transverse intersection, by Theorem 6.7, they cannot lie in
the same face in S∗x — any point in the interior of such a face would be
the ιx image of a projective measured lamination with both |µ| and |ν| in
its support, which is impossible. This implies that there is no face (in S∗x)
containing both F ′ and F ′′ = F|ν|, and hence contradicts the assumption

that F is adherent to F ′. Therefore the possibility that |̂λ| ( |µ| is excluded,

which implies that |̂λ| = |µ| and thus F ′ = F|̂λ|, as desired. This means that

F|̂λ| is the adherence closure of the face for ιx([λ]) and completes the proof

of (a). Theorem 6.7 then gives (b).
We finally turn to proving (c). Consider a projective lamination [λ′] ∈

PML(S) whose support closure is |̂λ|. Then part (a) asserts that the ad-
herence closure of the face for ιx([λ′]) is precisely F|̂λ|. Therefore, ιx([λ′])

is contained in the adherence core of F̂ = F|̂λ|. Conversely, suppose that

ιx([µ]) is in the adherence core of F̂ , i.e., it is contained in the interior of

a face F̃ whose adherence closure is F|̂λ|. Then part (a) shows that the

adherence closure of F̃ is F|̂µ|, hence that F|̂µ| = F|̂λ|. Part (b) then asserts
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that |̂µ| = |̂λ|, therefore the support closure of [µ] is indeed equal to |̂λ|, as
desired. �

Theorem 6.16 implies the following corollaries.

Corollary 6.17. For any two projective laminations [λ], [µ] ∈ PML(S),

if |µ| ( |λ|, then F|̂µ| ( F|̂λ|.

Corollary 6.18. The face-dimension of ιx([λ]) is equal to the dimension of

the cone of transverse measures on |̂λ| subtracted by 1.

Corollary 6.19. If [Γ] ∈ PML(S) is a projectively weighted multicurve with
k components, then the face-dimension of ιx([Γ]) is k − 1.

6.4. Distinguishing laminations. One strength of Theorem 6.16 is that
the property of being adherence-closed is linearly invariant. Results in this
subsection show us how we might distinguish certain types of projective mea-
sured laminations based on linearly invariant properties (such as adherence-
closedness) of the face for the ιx-images of the aforementioned laminations.

Theorem 6.20. Let [λ] be a projective class of a measured lamination. Then
the following two properties are equivalent:

(1) [λ] is either the projective class of a weighted multicurve or it is
maximal and uniquely ergodic;

(2) every subface of the face for ιx([λ]) is adherence-closed.

Proof. Let F be the face for ιx([λ]). If [λ] is a projectively weighted multic-

urve, then by Theorem 6.16, every subface F̃ of F is the face of a projective
multicurve supported on a subset of |λ|. In particular, since multicurves

are their own support closures, F̃ is adherence-closed. On the other hand,
if [λ] is maximal and uniquely ergodic, then F consists of just one point
ιx([λ]) and F = {ιx([λ])} is the only subface of itself. Moreover, since [λ]
is maximal, then, by Theorem 6.16, there is no face properly containing F ,
and hence F is again adherence-closed.

Suppose next that [λ] is neither a projectively weighted multicurve nor a
maximal and uniquely ergodic lamination. We show that there is a subface
of F whose adherence closure is not itself. First note that if the adherence
closure of F is not F , then we are done, and thus we assume that F is
adherence-closed. In particular, since ιx([λ]) is an interior point of F , we
know by Theorem 6.16 that F = F|̂λ|. We cover the remainder of the proof

with two cases:

(1) [λ] is either non-maximal or is disconnected,
(2) [λ] is both maximal and connected.

Case (1): If [λ] is either non-maximal or is disconnected, then λ has a com-
ponent λ0 which is not a weighted simple closed curve and whose supporting

surface is not all of S. This means that the support closure |̂λ0| properly
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contains |λ0|, hence Theorem 6.16 tells us that the face F̃ for ιx([λ0]) is
not adherence-closed. Indeed, Theorem 6.16 tells us that the adherence clo-
sure of F̃ is F = F|̂λ|, hence it gives a subface of the latter which is not

adherence-closed. This covers the case when F is either non-maximal or is
disconnected.

Case (2): If [λ] is both maximal and connected. Then, by the assumption
that [λ] is not uniquely ergodic, the space of transverse measures on |λ|
constitutes a convex set whose extreme points correspond to the ergodic
measures. (The existence of such extremal points follows from the classical
theorem on convex sets which can be found in [16]. The proof of the fact that
the ergodic measures constitute the extremal points can be found in [13, 17].)
This implies that the image of the entire set of projective transverse measures
on |λ| cannot be the interior of F|λ|, therefore there is a projective lamination

[µ] supported on |λ| such that the face F̃ for ιx([µ]) is not adherence-closed

(by Theorem 6.16). Since F = F|̂λ| is the adherence closure of F̃ , the latter is

a subface of F which fails to be adherence-closed, as desired. This completes
the proof. �

Proposition 6.21. If a projective measured lamination [λ] is maximal, then
the adherence closure of the face for ιx([λ]) is maximal, i.e., it is not a
subface of any other face.

Proof. Since [λ] is maximal, its support closure is |̂λ| = |λ|. Then, Corol-
lary 6.9 ensures that F|λ| is maximal among all faces that can be expressed
in the form F|µ| for some projective measured lamination [µ]. Consider a
face F containing F|λ|, and let ιx([λ′]) be an interior point of F . Then
Theorem 6.16 tells us that

F|λ| ⊆ F ⊆ F|̂λ′|.

By the maximality of F|λ| among faces of the form F|µ|, we see therefore that
F|λ| = F|̂λ′|, and hence F|λ| = F . Since every face containing F|λ| is equal to

F|λ| itself, the face F|̂λ| = F|λ|, which is the adherence closure of the face for

ιx([λ]), must be maximal. �

Remark 6.22. The converse to Proposition 6.21 is false: simply take [λ] to

be a non-maximal lamination such that |̂λ| is maximal.

Theorem 6.23. A projective lamination [λ] is maximal and connected if and
only if the adherence closure of the face for ιx([λ]) is maximal (that is, it is
not a subface of any other face), and adherence complete (Definition 5.15).

Proof. We first show the “only if” part. We have already seen from Propo-
sition 6.21 that if [λ] is maximal, then the adherence closure F ′ = F|̂λ| of

the face for ιx([λ]) is maximal. We need to prove adherence completeness
from connectedness. Take a point ιx([λ′]) lying in the interior of F ′. By
Theorem 6.16, given the interior point ιx([µ]) of an arbitrary face in F ′, the
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lamination [µ] has support |µ| contained in |λ′| = |̂λ| = |λ| (the last equal-
ity follows from the maximality of |λ|). Since λ is connected, this implies
that |µ| = |λ| (see e.g. [8, Cor 1.7.3]), and by Theorem 6.16, the adherence
closure of the face for ιx([µ]) is also F ′. Therefore, F ′ is adherence complete.

Now, to prove the “if” part, suppose that [λ] is either non-maximal or
disconnected. Then there is a component of λ whose minimal supporting
surface is not the entire S. Let c denote a boundary curve of such a minimal
supporting surface. Let F ′ be the adherence closure of the face for ιx([λ]).
Then, by Theorem 6.16, ιx([c]) is contained in F ′. We immediately exclude
the case when |c| = |λ|; for, then F ′ consists of one point, and cannot
be a maximal face (recall that S 6= S1,1, S0,4). Thus, |c| 6= |λ|, and the
adherence closure of the face for ιx([c]) is itself (Theorem 6.16), hence F ′ is
not adherence complete. �

6.5. Tangential adherence. In part (c) of Theorem 6.16, we described the
image of the set of projective measured laminations whose support closures

are |̂λ| as a subset on F|̂λ| ⊂ S∗x. We now present an analogous result for the

set of projective measures supported precisely on |λ|.

Definition 6.24 (tangential adherence). A subface F of a face F ′ ⊂ S∗x is
said to be tangentially adherent to F ′ if the following condition is satisfied:

Given [λ], [µ] ∈ PML(S) such that F is the face for ιx([λ]) and F ′ is the
face for ιx([µ]), every stretch vector v, along a complete geodesic lamination,
that is contained in Nx([λ]) is also contained in Nx([µ]).

Proposition 6.25. Let [λ] be a projective measured lamination on S, and
consider the face F|λ| comprised of all ιx images of projective measured lam-
inations supported in |λ| (see Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 6.7). The union
of the interior of F|λ| and the interiors of all subfaces that are tangentially
adherent to F coincides with the ιx-image of the set of projective transverse
measures supported precisely on |λ|.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that [λ] is contained in the interior
of F|λ|. Let [λ′] be an arbitrary projective lamination with support |λ′| = |λ|.
By Theorem 6.7, ιx([λ′]) is contained in F|λ|, hence the face F for ιx([λ′]) is
a subface of the exposed face F|λ| (Lemma 5.25). If F = F|λ|, then ιx([λ′])
(trivially) lies in the interior of a face tangentially adherent to F|λ|. Now
suppose otherwise that the face for ιx([λ′]) is a proper subface F of F|λ|.
Given an arbitrary stretch vector vν ∈ Nx([λ′]), the vector vν maximally
stretches a complete geodesic lamination ν which contains |λ′| = |λ|. Thus,
vν also maximally stretches λ and so vν is also contained in Nx([λ]). This
show that the face F is tangentially adherent to F|λ|, hence an arbitrary
point ιx([λ′]) with support equal to |λ| always lies in the interior of some
tangentially adherent subface of F|λ|.

Conversely, suppose that the face F for some point ιx([µ]) is tangentially
adherent to F|λ|. By Theorem 6.7, |µ| is a subset of |λ|. If |µ| is properly
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contained in |λ|, then we can find a complete geodesic lamination ν contain-
ing |µ| but intersecting |λ| transversely. Then the stretch vector vν along ν
is contained in Nx([µ]) but not in Nx([λ]), which contradicts the assumption
that F is tangentially adherent to F|λ|. We conclude that every projective
lamination [µ] whose image under ιx is contained in the interior of F has
support precisely equal to |λ|. �

Corollary 6.26. For any projective measured lamination [λ],

F̂|λ| = F|̂λ|.

Proof. By Proposition 6.25, there exists [λ′] ∈ PML on the interior of F|λ|
such that |λ′| = |λ|. Then, F|λ| is the face for ιx([λ′]) and by the closure
correspondence theorem (Theorem 6.16), we obtain:

F̂|λ| = F̂|λ′| = F|̂λ′| = F|̂λ|.

�

As previously highlighted, one major advantage of Theorem 6.16 is the
linear invariance of the property of adherence (and adherence closures, by
extension). In contrast, we are unable to show directly that tangential
adherence is linearly invariant. We note that it does follow as a consequence
of the infinitesimal rigidity theorem Theorem 1.1. In any case, we establish
the following relationship between tangential adherence and adherence:

Lemma 6.27. A subface tangentially adherent to F ′ is adherent to F ′.

Proof. Suppose that F is tangentially adherent to F ′, and that F is the
face for ιx([λ]) whereas F ′ is the face for ιx([µ]) as in the statement of
Definition 6.24. Let F ′′ be a face containing F as a proper subface, and let
ιx([ν]) be an interior point for F ′′. The exposed face F|ν| contains F ′′, and
hence also ιx([µ]). It follows that |ν| contains |µ| (Theorem 6.16). Suppose
that |ν| is not contained in |λ|. Then we can choose a complete geodesic
lamination ξ containing |ν| but intersecting |λ| transversely. The stretch
vector vξ lies in Nx([µ]) because ξ contains |µ|. However, vξ is not an
element of Nx([λ]) since ξ intersects |λ| transversely, and this contradicts
the condition of Definition 6.24.

We may therefore conclude that |ν| is contained in |λ|, and hence the
exposed face F|λ| (Theorem 6.7) contains both F ′ and F ′′ (Lemma 5.25).
This affirms the property of adherence. �

6.6. Codimension of multicurves. We have already determined the di-
mension and face-dimension of ιx-images of multicurves (Corollary 6.14 and
Corollary 6.19), and now determine their codimension.

Theorem 6.28 (codimension of multicurves). For any projectively weighted
multicurve [Γ] ∈ PML(S) having k components and for any x ∈ T(S), the
codimension of ιx([Γ]) is equal to 6g − 6 + 2n − k. Note in particular that
this codimension is independent of x.
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We first establish upper bound for codim(ιx([Γ])):

Lemma 6.29 (codimension upper bound). For any projectively weighted
multicurve [Γ] having k components,

codimS∗x(ιx([Γ])) ≤ 6g − 6 + 2n− k.

Proof. We know from Corollary 6.14 that dimS∗x(ιx([Γ])) is equal to k − 1.
The lemma then follows immediately from Corollary 5.30. �

Remark 6.30. In the specific case when [Γ] is a closed geodesic, Theo-
rem 6.28 is a corollary of Thurston’s work [30, Theorem 10.1].

We next show that the upper bound on codimension is tight by construct-
ing sufficiently many linearly independent vectors in the length increasing
cone. We begin with the special case when the support of λ is a pants
decomposition of S.

Theorem 6.31 (codimension for pants decompositions). Every projectively
weighted pants decomposition [Γ] ∈ PML(S) of S = Sg,n has codimension
3g − 3 + n.

Proof. After Lemma 6.29, we need only show that there are 3g−3+n linearly
independent vectors contained in Nx([Γ]). In particular, since Nx([Γ]) is a
convex set, this is equivalent to showing that the affine subspace generated
by Nx([Γ]) is )3g − 3 + n-dimensional.

Let γ1, . . . , γ3g−3+n denote the simple closed geodesics constituting the
support of [Γ]. For each of the γi, let Λ+,i and Λ−,i denote complete geodesic
laminations on S such that

• Λ±,i contain γ1, . . . , γ3g−3+n,
• Λ±,i contain geodesic leaves which bound the same (1, 1)-cusped an-

nulus (see Fig. 3) Ai ⊂ S, which in turn contains γi,
• Λ+,i and Λ−,i have the same geodesic leaves, except in the interior of
Ai, where the two bi-infinite geodesic leaves on Ai in Λ+,i and Λ−,i
which spiral toward γi do so in opposite directions (see left-most and
right-most pictures in Fig. 4).

Note that it is a simple exercise to see that it is always possible to construct
such Λ±,i.

We denote the stretch vectors for these laminations by v±,i ∈ Nx([Γ]). By
Corollary 4.4, we see that v+,i − v−,i is precisely the unit Fenchel–Nielsen
twist vector for γi, and hence the vectors

{v+,i − v−,i}i=1,...,3g−3+n

correspond to (non-zero multiples of) Fenchel–Nielsen twists for distinct
simple closed geodesics, hence they are all linearly independent. Moreover,
v+,1 is linearly independent from the v+,i − v−,i since stretching along Λ+,1
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increases the lengths of γ1, . . . , γ3g−3+n. Hence, the following collection of
3g − 2 + n vectors

v+,1, (v+,1 − v−,1), (v+,2 − v−,2), . . . , (v+,3g−3+n − v−,3g−3+n)

are linearly independent and generate a (3g − 2 + n)-dimensional vector
space A ≤ TxT(S). This is necessarily a subspace of the vector space
generated by Nx([Γ]), and hence A ∩ Nx([Γ]) has the same dimension as
A∩{v ∈ TxT(S) | ιx([Γ])(v) = 1}, which in turn has dimension 3g−2+n−1 =
3g − 3 + n. Therefore, Nx([Γ]) is at least 3g − 3 + n dimensional, and this
gives us the desired lower bound. �

We now adapt this argument to deal with general multicurves:

Proof of Theorem 6.28. Given an arbitrary projective class of a weighted
multicurve [Γ] ∈ PML(S), let γ1, . . . , γk denote the simple closed geodesics
which make the support |Γ|. We first complete {γi}i=1,...,k to a pants decom-
position {γi}i=1,...,3g−3+n, whose union is represented by a weighted multi-
curve Γ′. In the proof of Theorem 6.31, we showed that there is a vec-
tor space of dimension 3g − 2 + n generated by stretch vectors contained
in Nx([Γ′]). Therefore, we can choose linearly independent stretch vectors
{vj}j=1,...,3g−2+n ∈ Nx([Γ′]). Since |Γ| is contained in |Γ′| these vectors also
maximally stretch Γ, and hence they are contained in Nx([Γ]).

We next replace γ3g−3+n by a different simple closed geodesic δ1 such
that {γ1, . . . , γ3g−4+n, δ1} is a new pants decomposition, and we let w1 de-
note the stretch vector for some complete geodesic lamination containing
{γ1, . . . , γ3g−4+n, δ1}.

We show that v1, . . . , v3g−2+n, and w1 are linearly independent as follows.
If not, then there exist coefficients a1, . . . , a3g−2+n, b1 ∈ R such that

a1v1 + a2v2 + . . .+ a3g−2+nv3g−2+n + b1w1 = ~0 ∈ TxT(S).

However, the vector w1 is the only one among this collection which maxi-
mally stretches δ1, and this would then cause b1 = d`δ1(a1v1 + a2v2 + . . .+
a3g−2v3g−2 + b1w1) = 0. The linear independence of v1, . . . v3g−2+n then
implies that a1 = · · · = a3g−2+n = 0. Hence v1, . . . , v3g−3+n, w1 are linearly
independent as claimed.

We continue this procedure by replacing γ3g−4+n with a simple closed
curve δ2 such that {γ1, . . . , γ3g−5+n, δ1, δ2} is a new pants decomposition and
similarly produce a new tangent vector w2. The same coefficient argument
tells us that {v1, . . . , v3g−2+n, w1, w2} is a collection of linearly independent
vectors. To clarify, if

a1v1 + a2v2 + . . .+ a3g−2+nv3g−2+n + b1w1 + b2w2 = ~0,

then we use the fact that only w2 maximally stretches δ2 to show that
b2 = 0 by considering the value under d`δ2 . The linear independence of
v1, . . . , v3g−2+n, w1 then implies that a1 = · · · = a3g−2+n = b1 = 0.

We iterate the above argument until we construct linearly indepen-
dent tangent vectors v1, . . . , v3g−2+n, w1, . . . , w3g−3+n−k. Since these vectors
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maximally stretch γ1, . . . , γk, they must lie in Nx([Γ]), hence the codimen-
sion of ιx([Γ]) is at least 3g − 2 + n+ 3g − 3 + n− k − 1 = 6g − 6 + 2n− k.
This gives the desired lower bound. �

Corollary 6.32 (embedded dual curve complex). For every x ∈ T(S), the
convex stratification on Sx contains an ideal cell-complex Cx which is dual
to the curve complex in the sense that

• the support |Γ| for any projective multicurve [Γ] ∈ PML is assigned
to the face Nx([Γ]) ( Sx;
• the subset-relation for cells in the curve complex inverts to the

superset-relation for faces in Cx;
• the dimension of each cell in the curve complex is equal to the codi-

mension of its corresponding face in Cx as a subset of Sx.

Proof. Corollary 6.15 asserts that the assignment of the face Nx([Γ]) to
the multicurve [Γ] is purely dependent on the support |Γ| and is hence well-
defined. Moreover, Corollary 6.15 ensures that this is an injective assignment
and Lemma 6.1 ensures that the superset-relation in Cx is inverted. Let us
denote the collection of faces of the form Nx([Γ]), for some multicurve [Γ],
by Cx.

All that remains is to demonstrate the codimension condition on Cx.
Theorem 6.28 (definitionally) asserts that for any projective multicurve [Γ]
comprised of k components, the dimension of Nx([Γ]) is 6g − 6 + 2n − k.
Therefore, its codimension as a subset of Sx, is 6g−7+2n−(6g−6+2n−k) =
k − 1 — this is precisely the dimension of the cell in the curve complex
corresponding to |Γ|. �

7. Infinitesimal rigidity of the Thurston metric

The goal of this section is to prove the infinitesimal rigidity theorem,
i.e., Theorem 1.1. Before proceeding, we clarify an important technical
point. We actually have two ways in which mapping classes induce maps
between tangent (and cotangent) spaces on the Teichmüller space as we now
explain. A diffeomorphism h : S → S induces a mapping class [h] which acts
diffeomorphically on T(S) by the pushing-forward of metrics, as well as the
natural homeomorphism h : PML(S) → PML(S) given by taking [λ] to
[h(λ)]. Then, for any x ∈ T(S),

(1) we obtain a map (using the fact that [h] is an analytic isometry and
hence differentiable) dual to the derivative map d[h]

d∗[h] : T ∗[h](x)T(S)→ T ∗xT(S),

(2) as well as a map

ιx ◦ h−1 ◦ ι−1
[h](x) : S∗[h](x) → S∗x,

which we extend by non-negative homothety to a map

ιx ◦ h−1 ◦ ι−1
[h](x) : T ∗[h](x)T(S)→ T ∗xT(S).
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Lemma 7.1. The two maps ιx ◦ h−1 ◦ ι−1
[h](x) and d∗[h] agree.

Proof. Any tangent vector v ∈ TxT(S) at x can be represented as the deriv-
ative d

dtc(0) at 0 of a differentiable curve c(t) : (−ε, ε)→ T(S). Then,

d[h](v) = d
dt([h] ◦ c)(0).

For any measured lamination µ and any point y ∈ T(S), we have
`[h](y)(h(λ)) = `y(µ), and hence

`[h]◦c(t)(h(µ)) = `c(t)(µ).

This in turn implies that d log `(h(µ))( ddt([h] ◦ c)(0)) = d log `(µ)( ddt(c(0)),
hnce

(ι[h](x)h([µ]))(d[h](v)) = (ιx([µ]))(v).

Note that for an arbitrary covector w∗ ∈ S∗[h](x) ⊂ T ∗[h](x)T(S), the prop-

erty d∗[h](w∗)(v) = w∗(d[h])(v) for every vector v ∈ TxT(S) characterises
d∗[h](w∗). Setting w∗ to be ιx([µ]) for some [µ], we see that d∗[h] ≡
ιxh
−1ι−1

[h](x) on S∗[h](x) and hence on T ∗[h](x)T(S). �

Corollary 7.2. A diffeomorphism h : S → S representing a mapping class
[h] : T(S) → T(S) preserves linear invariants such as the dimension, the
face-dimension, adherence-dimension and codimension of points. In other
words, for any [λ] ∈ PML(S), we have

dimS∗x (ιx([λ])) = dimS∗
[h](x)

(
ι[h](x)(h([λ]))

)
,

FdimS∗x (ιx([λ])) = FdimS∗
[h](x)

(
ι[h](x)(h([λ]))

)
,

AdimS∗x (ιx([λ])) = AdimS∗
[h](x)

(
ι[h](x)(h([λ]))

)
,

and codimS∗x (ιx([λ])) = codimS∗
[h](x)

(
ι[h](x)(h([λ]))

)
.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.34 applied to the observation that d∗[h]
is an invertible linear map. �

7.1. Topological rigidity. Recall from §1.10 that every Thurston-norm-
preserving isometry f : TxT(S) → TyT(S) defines a self-homeomorphism of
projective lamination space

fy,x := ι−1
x ◦ f∗ ◦ ιy : PML(S)→ PML(S),

where f∗ : T ∗y T(S) → T ∗xT(S) is the dual isometry. We now show that any
such fy,x comes from a mapping class:

Theorem 7.3 (Topological rigidity, Theorem 1.8). The map fy,x :
PML(S) → PML(S) associated with a Thurston-norm isometry f :
TxT(S)→ TyT(S) is necessarily induced by a diffeomorphism h : S → S.

As previously mentioned in §1.10, we shall give two different proofs for
Theorem 1.8. The first proof utilises the notion of adherence-closedness
previously introduced in Definition 5.15 and developed in Theorem 6.16;
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and the second proof uses adherence-dimension to quantify the properties
of chains of faces’.

7.1.1. Method 1: adherence-closedness of subfaces. The first proof of topo-
logical rigidity relies on Theorem 6.20. Suppose that f : TxT(S) → TyT(S)
is a Thurston norm isometry, then its dual Thurston co-norm isometry
f∗ : T ∗y T(S) → T ∗xT(S) takes each face of S∗y := ιy(PML(S)) to that of
S∗x := ιy(PML(S)). By Theorem 5.34, f∗ preserves the relation of dim,
adherence, and adherence-closedness.

Let c be a weighted multicurve, and F the face for ιy([c]) ∈ S∗y. Due
to Theorem 6.16 and Theorem 6.20, we see that ιy([c]) necessarily lies on
the interior of F|̂c| = F|c|. Therefore, F|c| is the face for ιy([c]) hence F =

F|c|, which is to say that F consists of the image of the set of projective
measures supported by |c|. By Theorem 6.20, its image f(F|c|) is a face for
either a projective weighted multicurve or a maximal and uniquely ergodic
projective lamination. In the latter case, the face f(F|c|) is 0-dimensional and
maximal. The maximality condition is preserved under (invertible) linear
transformations, hence F|c| is also maximal. However, [c] would then need
to be a projectively weighted pants decomposition, and would have strictly
positive dimension, as follows from Corollary 6.14, thereby contradicting
the 0-dimensionality. Therefore f(F|c|) must be a face for some projectively
weighted multicurve ιx([d]) ∈ S∗x, and hence coincides with F|d|.

Corollary 6.9 says that if |c1| ( |c2| for some two projectively weighted
multicurves [c1] and [c2], then we have F|c1| ( F|c2|. Coupling this with
the fact that inclusion between faces is preserved under f∗, we see that f∗

induces a simplicial isomorphism on the curve complex for S. By the work
of Ivanov, Luo and Korkmaz [12, 18, 15], the map on the curve complex
given by f is induced by an extended mapping class [h]. Since the set
of multicurves is dense in PML(S), we see that fy,x coincides with the
homeomorphism induced by this mapping class [h].

7.1.2. Method 2: Characterising multicurves via adherence-dimension. We
now give the second proof of Theorem 1.8, which uses adherence-dimension
(Definition 5.21).

Theorem 7.4. Every face F on S∗x has adherence-dimension ≤ 3g− 3 + n,
with equality if and only if F is the face for the ιx-image of a projective
weighted multicurve [c] ∈ PML(S).

Proof. By Remark 6.12, the longest possible sequence of faces with dis-
tinct face-dimensions has corresponding face-dimensions valued from 0 to
3g− 3 +n, and hence adherence-dimension is bounded above by 3g− 3 +n.
In particular, it is easy to verify that equality holds for any face correspond-
ing to a projectively weighted multicurve [c] by considering a projective
measured lamination supported on a pants decomposition containing |c|.
This shows the “if ” part of the theorem.
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Now, we turn to the “only if” part. Let F be a face for ιx([λ]) such that
AdimS∗x(ιx([λ])) = 3g − 3 + n. Then there must be two ascending sequence
of faces

F1 ( . . . ( Fk = F and F = Fk ( . . . ( F3g−3+n ( F3g−2+n,

which respectively represent the ascending sequences used to define the
adherence height and the adherence depth of F . In particular, these
{Fi}i=0,...,3g−2+n all have distinct face-dimensions, and since dimension it-
self can only take value between 0 and 3g − 3 + n (Corollary 6.11), we see
that dim(Fi) = Fdim(Fi) = i − 1 for every i = 1, . . . , 3g − 2 + n by Propo-
sition 5.19. This in turn means that each Fi is adherence-closed, and by
Theorem 6.16, each face takes the form Fi = F|λi|=|̂λi|

and

|̂λ1| ( |̂λ2| ( · · · ( ̂|λ3g−4+n| ( ̂|λ3g−3+n|.
This is possible only if every component of λ3g−3+n is either a simple

closed curve or a measured lamination whose minimal supporting surface is
either a torus with one hole or a sphere with four holes. Moreover, to get the

length of 3g−3+n, whenever a non-multicurve component ν appears in |̂λj |
for the first time, all the boundary components of the minimal supporting

surface for ν must be already contained in |̂λj−1|.
Now suppose that |λk| = |λ| contains a non-multicurve component ν.

Then the maximal F-dim ascending chain whose first term is the face F|ν| is
necessarily shorter than F1 ( · · · ( Fk since its face-dimension is equal to
dimF|̂ν| ≥ 2. This contradicts our assumption that F1 ( · · · ( Fk attains

the adherence height of Fk. Therefore [λ] must be a projectively weighted
multicurve. �

Theorem 5.34 says that f∗ : T ∗y T(S) → T ∗xT(S) preserves the relation of
adherence, and hence the adherence-dimension. Theorem 7.4 shows that if
F ( S∗y is a face for a projectively weighted multicurve, then so is f∗(F ) (
S∗y. The rest of the proof is the same as in Method 1.

7.2. Geometric rigidity. Theorem 1.8 illustrates a form of “mapping class
realisability” for Thurston-norm isometries on PML(S). We first consider
the consequences of such a property on length-increasing cones.

Proposition 7.5. Consider the following setup:

• x, y ∈ T(S) and [λ] ∈ PML(S),
• a Thurston-norm isometries

f : TxT(S)→ TyT(S),

• and its corresponding extended mapping class [h] ∈ Mod∗(S) (see
Theorem 1.8).

Then, we have:

f(Nx([λ])) = Ny(h([λ])).
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Proof. Theorem 1.8 precisely tells us that f∗(ιy([λ])) = ιx(h([λ])), and hence

f(Nx([λ]))

=f

({
v ∈ TxT(S)

‖v‖Th = 1 and v is positive normal
to a support hyperplane at ιx([λ])

})
=

{
f(v) ∈ TyT(S)

‖f(v)‖Th = 1 and f(v) is positive normal
to a support hyperplane at ιy(h([λ]))

}
=Ny(h([λ])),

where the first equality holds by definition (Definition 5.28), and the second
equality comes from the fact that f is a linear isometry and hence preserves
norms and takes support hyperplanes to support hyperplanes. �

Theorem 7.6. Consider a sequence of projectively weighted pants decompo-
sitions {[Γi]}i∈N whose sequence of supports {|Γi|}i∈N converges to a maxi-
mal chain-recurrent geodesic lamination Λ in the Hausdorff topology. Then,
the sequence of faces {Nx([Γi])}i∈N converges to the stretch vector vΛ.

Proof. We show that the diameter of the faces Nx([Γi]), with respect to the
Thurston norm, tend to 0 as i → ∞. Theorem 6.31 asserts that each of
these faces is (3g − 3 + n)-dimensional. In particular, with respect to the
Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates for |Γi|, the length component of the vectors
v ∈ Nx([Γi]) are all identical by the definition of Nx([Γi]), and the vectors
there differ from each other only in the (3g−3 +n)-dimensional subspace of
twists. It therefore suffices to show that the diameter of the set of possible
twist values {v(τγ) | v ∈ Nx([Γi])} tends to 0 as i → ∞ for each γ in |Γi|;
for this would ensure that Nx([Γi]) is trapped in a (3g− 3 + n)-dimensional
product of intervals with the width of each product interval shrinking to 0
as i→∞, and thereby giving us the claim that

lim
i→∞

diam(Nx([Γi])) = 0.

We shall show this by employing Theorem 4.15. To this end, we first
show that any sequence of pairs of pants {Pi}i∈N, where Pi is a compo-
nent of S \ |Γi|, is asymptotically slender (Definition 4.13). Suppose not.
Then by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that none of the Pi
are ε-slender, and hence the length of the shorter orthogeodesic on {Pi}i∈N
remains bounded from below by some (2 + ε)ε > 0.

Now cover each Pi with two disjoint (except along their boundaries) ideal
triangles 41

i ,42
i . We invoke the fact that the collection of embedded ideal

triangles on S is compact [10, Prop. 3.8], and by changing indices we produce
{41

i }i∈N which converges to an embedded ideal triangle 41. We can assume

without loss of generality that a lift 4̃1 of 41 has ideal vertices placed
at {0, 1,∞}. Then there is a sequence of lifts {4̃1

i }i∈N for {41
i }i∈N with

vertices close to and limiting to {0, 1,∞}. Taking a further subsequence and
possibly applying a permutation of {0, 1,∞} by a Möbius transformation,

we can find a sequence of lifts {4̃2
i }i∈N for {42

i }i∈N so that the edge shared
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between 4̃1
i and 4̃2

i tends to the geodesic joining 0 and ∞. We denote

by ξi ∈ (0,∞) the ideal vertex of 4̃2
i which is not shared with 4̃1

i . The
fact that Pi is not ε-slender means that ξi cannot converge to either 0 or
∞. This in turn means that the geodesic joining 0 and ∞ is a shared edge
between 4̃1 and 4̃2 which is disjoint from Λ. This contradicts the fact
that Λ is a maximal chain-recurrent geodesic lamination because then the
only possibility is that the geodesic joining 0 and ∞ is the unique isolated
simple bi-infinite geodesic lying on some punctured monogon (Remark 2.9);
but this is impossible since such a geodesic bounds the same ideal triangle
on both sides. The same observation that governs Remark 4.7 tells us that
Theorem 4.15 applies also to cases where one (or more) geodesic γ in |Γi|
lies in a component of S \ (|Γi| \ γ) which is a one-holed torus. We have
therefore shown that the diameter of the faces Nx([Γi]) tend to 0.

The compactness of the (Thurston-norm) unit sphere Sx ensures that the
sequence of faces {Nx([Γi])}i∈N has subsequences which converge to a vector
v ∈ Sx. We aim to show that this limit v must be equal to vΛ. To this end,
let {Λi} be a sequence of maximal chain-recurrent geodesic laminations re-
spectively containing |Γi|, and consider the metrics stretch(x,Λi, t) ∈ T(S)
(see Remark 2.9). By construction, the maximal ratio-maximising lami-
nation µ(x, stretch(x,Λi, t)) is equal to Λi. Lemma 2.10 shows that the
sequence {Λi} converges, and it Hausdorff limit is Λ. Therefore, [30, Theo-
rem 8.4] tells us that every convergent subsequence (which necessarily exist
due to the fact that the Thurston metric sphere of radius t around x is
compact) of stretch(x,Λi, t) necessarily converges to a metric y ∈ T(S) such
that µ(x, y) = Λ. Since Λ is a maximal chain-recurrent lamination, the only
metric which satisfies this criterion is y = stretch(x,Λ, t), and hence we have

∀t ≥ 0, lim
i→∞

stretch(x,Λi, t) = stretch(x,Λ, t).(34)

To finish the proof, we observe that since the diameter of Nx([Γi]) tends
to 0, we need only show that an arbitrary convergent sequence of stretch
vectors of the form {vi ∈ Nx([Γi])}i∈N limits to vΛ. Eq. (34) implies that
for each k ∈ N, we may choose ik ∈ N large enough so that the distance
between stretch(x,Λik , 2

−k) and stretch(x,Λ, 2−k), with respect to the stan-
dard Euclidean metric for any a priori fixed analytically compatible global
coordinate chart on T(S), is less than 2−2k. Then, thanks to the analyticity
of the stretch map with respect to the stretching time [30, Corollary 4.2],
we have:

x+ 2−kvik +O(2−2k) = stretch(x,Λik , 2
−k)

= stretch(x,Λ, 2−k) +O(2−2k)

= x+ 2−kvΛ +O(2−2k),

and hence

lim
i→∞

vi = lim
k→∞

vik = vΛ.
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�

Corollary 7.7 (equivariant stretch vectors). Given an arbitrary Thurston-
norm isometry f : TxT(S) → TyT(S), let [h] ∈ Mod∗(S) (see Theorem 1.8)
denote its inducing extended mapping class. Let Λ denote an arbitrary max-
imal chain-recurrent lamination of S, then the stretch vector vΛ ∈ TxT(S)
(see Remark 2.9) satisfies the following equivariance property:

f(vΛ) = vh(Λ) ∈ TyT(S).

Proof. The chain-recurrence of Λ means that it is arbitrarily closely approxi-
mated, in the Hausdorff topology, by a sequence of simple closed multicurves
{γi}i∈N (see Lemma 2.7). Extend each multicurve γi to a pants decompo-
sition Γi. Lemma 2.10 shows that the {Γi}i∈N has a Hausdorff limit and
converges to Λ. Having satisfied the conditions for Theorem 7.6, we know
that any sequence of unit vectors {vi ∈ Nx([Γi])}i∈N necessarily converges to
vΛ. Since f is continuous, the sequence {f(vi)} converges to f(vΛ). However,
Proposition 7.5 tells us that there is a mapping class h such that

f(vi) ∈ f(Nx([Γi])) = Ny(h([Γi])).

Theorem 7.6 ensures that the sequence {f(vi)} necessarily converges to vh(Λ).
Therefore, f(vΛ) = vh(Λ), as desired. �

Given an arbitrary simple closed geodesic γ on S, take α0 to be any
simple closed geodesic which has non-empty transverse intersection with
γ, and define a sequence of simple closed curves {αm}m∈Z, where αm is
obtained from α0 by m Dehn twists around γ. For each αm, let Λ+,m and
Λ−,m denote chain-recurrent complete geodesic laminations such that

• Λ±,m contain geodesic leaves which bound the same (1, 1)-cusped
annulus (see Fig. 3) Am ⊂ S, which in turn contains αm;
• Λ+,m and Λ−,m have the same geodesic leaves, except on the interior

of Am, where the two bi-infinite geodesic leaves on Ai in Λ+,m and
Λ−,m which spiral toward αm do so in opposite directions (see left-
most and right-most pictures in Fig. 4).

Proposition 7.8 (length extraction). Let v±,m denote the respective stretch
vectors for the complete laminations Λ+,m and Λ−,m. Then,

`x(γ) = lim
m→±∞

− log ‖v+,m − v−,m‖Th

i(γ, α0) · |m|
,

where i(γ, α0) denotes the geometric intersection number between γ and α0.

Proof. From [30, Theorem 5.2], we know that the unit earthquake vector
map E(·) : PML(S)→ TxT(S) given by

[λ] 7→ 1
`x(λ) Eλ|x,

where λ is an arbitrary measured lamination representing [λ] and Eλ|x is
the earthquake vector at x corresponding to λ, defines an embedding. Since
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PML(S) is compact and ‖E(·)‖Th is a continuous map, this means that there
are constants c1, c2 > 0 such that

c1 `x(λ) ≤ ‖ Eλ|x ‖Th ≤ c2 `x(λ).(35)

Then, Eq. (21), combined with Eq. (35) tells us that

c′1 `x(αm)2e−`x(αm) ≤ ‖v+,m − v−,m‖Th ≤ c′2 `x(αm)2e−`x(αm),

for some positive constants c′1, c
′
2. Applying the logarithm to the above for-

mula and using the fact that `x(αm) asymptotically grows as |m|i(γ, α0)`x(γ)
as m→ ±∞ yields the desired result. �

Theorem 7.9 (Geometric rigidity, Theorem 1.15). Let f : TxT(S) →
TyT(S) be a linear isometry as given in Theorem 1.1, and let h be a dif-
feomorphism representing the mapping class as in Theorem 1.8. Then for
every simple closed curve γ ∈ S on S, we have

`x(γ) = `y(h(γ)).

Proof. Define αm, Λ±,m and v±,m as in the proof of Proposition 7.8. Since
f is an isometry, we see that

‖v+,m − v−,m‖Th = ‖f(v+,m)− f(v−,m)‖Th = ‖w+,m − w−,m‖Th,

where w±,m ∈ TyT(S) are stretch vectors with respect to the laminations
h(Λ±,m) on y (Corollary 7.7). Then,

`x(γ) = lim
m→∞

− log ‖v+,m − v−,m‖Th

i(γ, α0) · |m|

= lim
m→∞

− log ‖w+,m − w−,m‖Th

i(h(γ), h(α0)) · |m|
= `y(h(γ)),

as desired. �

7.3. Infinitesimal rigidity. We now prove Theorem 1.1: the infinitesimal
rigidity of the Thurston metric.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.8, for an isometry f in Theorem 1.1,
there is a diffeomorphism h representing some mapping class group which
induces the same homeomorphism on PML(S) as fy,x := ι−1

x ◦ f∗ ◦ ιy. By
Theorem 1.15, for any simple closed curve γ on S, the length of h(γ) with
respect to the hyperbolic metric at y coincides with that of γ at x. Since the
length functions of the simple closed curves define an embedding of T(S) to
RS, we see that h takes (S, x) to (S, y). Since dh takes the cotangent vector
corresponding to dy log `(γ) to dx log `(h(γ)), we see that

dh ≡ ιy ◦ h ◦ ι−1
x ≡ f.

�

There are various corollaries to Theorem 1.1, including the local rigidity
(Corollary 1.17 and global rigidity (Corollary 1.18) results stated in the
introduction. For example, we can strengthen Corollary 7.7 as follows:
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Corollary 7.10. Given a Thurston-norm isometry f : TxT(S) → TyT(S),
consider its corresponding extended mapping class [h] ∈ Mod∗(S) (see The-
orem 1.8) and let Λ denote an arbitrary complete lamination of S. The
stretch vector vΛ ∈ TxT(S) satisfies the following equivariance property

f(vΛ) = vh(Λ) ∈ TyT(S).

To clarify, we have removed every assumption on Λ apart from complete-
ness.

Corollary 7.10implies that the notion of tangential adherence introduced
in Definition 6.24 is a linear invariant. This then strengthens Propo-
sition 6.25 as a linearly invariant characterisation of faces of the form
F|λ| ⊂ S∗.

7.4. Further questions. Despite our increased understanding of the infin-
itesimal and global structure of Thurston’s Finsler metric on Teichmüller
space, there is still much that remains mysterious. We list some of the
questions we have under consideration:

Question 7.11. The notion of maximal ratio-maximising chain-recurrent
lamination [30, Theorem 8.2] and its role in Thurston’s theory of stretch
maps as being (intuitively speaking) “extremal” stretch maps [30, The-
orem 8.4] suggests that stretch vectors with respect to maximal ratio-
maximising chain-recurrent laminations should constitute extreme points
of the faces of Sx. This is unproven except when S is the 1-cusped torus or
the 4-cusped sphere, and/or possibly as a statement which is “generically”
true (and even this is not without subtleties). Is this, in fact, true?

Question 7.12. What are the dimensions, codimensions, face-dimensions
and adherence-dimensions of arbitrary faces in Sx and S∗x?

Question 7.13. Corollary 6.9 can be paraphrased in a category-theoretic
language as saying that F(·) induces a covariant functor between two full
subcategories |ML| and F of the category of sets where

• the objects of |ML| are given by the supporting geodesic laminations
|λ| of measured laminations λ ∈ML, and
• the objects of F are given by the faces of S∗x.

Moreover, Corollary 6.17 tells us that there is a natural transformation η
from the functor F(·) to itself that takes each object |λ| ∈ ob(|ML|) to the
morphism η|λ| of inclusion: i.e., F|λ| ⊂ F|̂λ|. Is this structure part of some

general phenomenon?

Question 7.14. On a related note to Question 7.13, it seems highly plau-
sible that the map Nx(·) taking a measured lamination λ ∈ ML to the
corresponding face should not require the information of the measure on
λ and only uses x as an auxiliary metric. Philosophically speaking, then,
this map should induce a contravariant functor N(·) from |ML| to the full
subcategory N of the category of sets whose objects are given by the faces
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of Sx. The role of such a purported contravariant functor N(·) is reminis-
cent of the theory of algebraic varieties in algebraic geometry. Assuming
that such a conjectural theory for N(·) holds, is there perhaps a comparable
theory of convex “varieties” for convex geometry that applies beyond the
confines of our work? And is it dual in a structured sense to what we see in
Question 7.13?
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